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By e-mail: regionalplan@gw.govt.nz 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region - Submission Pursuant to Clause 6 

of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 

Centre Port Wellington Limited (CPL) welcomes the opportunity to provide a formal submission on 

the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP). A separate submission will be made by CentrePort 

Properties Limited (a subsidiary of Centre Port that manages its commercial property assets). 

CPL operates as a port company under the Port Companies Act 1988. That Act establishes CPL's 

principal objective being to 'operate as a successful business'. 

CPL is the third largest port in New Zealand in terms of cargo throughput and one of the Wellington 

region's largest economic generators, supporting $2 billion of GDP impact. 

CPL is critical to serving the long term freight transport needs of central New Zealand. With central 

New Zealand freight volumes projected to grow by 49% over the next 30 years, CPL is working to 

ensure central New Zealand maintains direct access to international markets. It is doing this by 

ensuring efficient and effective port operations and infrastructure, cost effective freight transport 

options to and from the port (e.g. CentreRail) and by ensuring shipping channels in Wellington 

Harbour are sufficiently deep to accommodate larger ships in the future. 

CPL owns and manages port infrastructure assets located within Wellington Harbour at Thorndon, 

Seaview and Miramar. By their nature, these assets are located on the coast (including within the 

Coastal Marine Area), and provide a unique coastal setting within these urban areas and within the 

wider region. It is critical that the port can continue to maintain and develop its assets and services 

in order to provide safe, efficient and effective services to its customers. 

It is also important that the port can meet a broad range of legislative and other regulatory 

requirements, in particular as a workplace and as an 'international gateway'. In this regard, the 

requirements of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992, the Maritime Security Act (and 

Regulations) 2004, the Health Act 1956 (public health) and the Biosecurity Act 1993 are key 

examples. 

As a provider of significant regional transport infrastructure, CPL also has an important role in the 

city and region's civil defence preparedness and response management. Ensuring port assets are 
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resilient and functional at times of emergency is an important consideration when developing and 

managing those assets. 

CPL acknowledges the value of natural resources in the region, in particular Wellington Harbour. CPL 

is committed to ensuring any adverse effects of port activities on those resources and associated 

communities, including mana whenua iwi, are minimised. 

NAME OF SUBMITTER: CentrePort Limited (CentrePort) 

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE: Hinemoa Street 

PO BOX 794 

WELLINGTON 6140 

Attention: William Woods 

Ph: 04 495 3858 or 021619 155 

Email: William.woods@centreport.co.nz 

Electronic Communication 

CentrePort prefers to receive information about the Proposed Natural Resource Plan via email. Can 

all communication please be emailed to William.woods@centreport.co.nz and cc'd to 

lindsay@incite.co.nz 

Trade Competition 

CentrePort could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. 

Submission on the Proposed Plan Provisions 

CentrePorts' submissions on the Proposed Natural Resources Plan are set out in the attached table. 

In relation to the matters raised, CentrePort seeks further, consequential or alternative relief as 

may be necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

Attendance and Wish to be heard at Hearings 

CentrePort wishes to speak to our submission at relevant hearings and would be willing to discuss 

these further with Greater Wellington Regional Council staff prior to the hearings themselves. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to submit on the PNRP. 

If there are any issues of clarification required please contact the undersigned. 

Yours sincerely 

William Woods 

Planning and Environmental Manager 

Centre Port 

25 September 2015 
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The speclfic provlsions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Commercial Port Support with 
Area Clarification 

Common Marine Support with 
and Coastal Area Clarification 

Earthworks Support 

Functional Need Support 

Hard Engineering Support 

This is defined as "The areas shown on Map 32, Map 33 
and Map 34 (unless otherwise specified)": It is unclear 
what "unless otherwise specified' means but it could 
create ambi uit . 
CentrePort notes that the PNRP promotes the integrated 
management of a coastal marine area and related parts 
of the coastal environment, as per section 64(2) RMA. 
While noting the proposed definition is taken from the 
Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011, the 
proposed definition for the purposes of the PNRP is 
unhelpful in that it only excludes specific areas without 
any certainty for where the PNRP provisions apply. This 
will cause significant confusion and interpretation issues 
for both plan users and the regulator. It is noted the 
illustration in Figure 1.3 illustrates the Regional Coastal 
Plan as on the mean high water mark (not the wider 
environment). CentrePort operates in and adjacent to 
the coastal environment and therefore certainty is 

aramount when determinin consent re uirements. 
CentrePort supports the definition of Earthworks and 
notes that it specifically excludes cable or pipe laying 
and maintenance. 
As a port operator it is important to CentrePort that the 
term functional need is defined as Port activities require 
a location within and ad"oinin the Coastal Marine Area. 
CentrePort supports this definition but notes that the use 
of hard engineering methods in a Port environment is 
appropriate. Hard engineering is often the only method 
available to maintain, repair, operate and upgrade 
regionally significant port infrastructure in relation to 
where it ad"oins the Coastal Marine Area. 

Amend to provide clarification as to what other Maps define or link 
to the Commercial Port Area. 

Provide clarification as to the extent of application of the Coastal 
Plan provisions, specifically in relation to whether the wider 
environment is included, to enable certainty. 

Retain this definition in its current form. 

Retain this definition in its current form. 

Retain this definition in its current form. 
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8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

High Hazard Area 

Maori Customary 
Use 

Mobile sources 

Operational 
Requirement 

Port Noise Control 
Line 

Port Related 
Activities 

Reclamation 

Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 

Reverse 

Support with 
Clarification 

Oppose in 
part 

Support 

Support 

Support 

Support with 
amendment 

Support 

Support 

Suooort 

CentrePort considers that identifying the whole of the 
Coastal Marine Area including the Commercial Port Area 
as a high hazard area is uncertain. 

CentrePort considers that the term Maori Customary 
Use is too broadly defined. As CentrePort's activities 
are partly located in the Coastal Marine Area, clarity is 
needed as to the activities that constitute Maori 
Customary use. 
CentrePort supports the definition with the inclusion of 
'porl mobile plant' as a mobile source that discharges 
contaminants. 
It is appropriate that operational requirements are 
defined as Port activities and infrastructure have 
operational requirements in order for the activity to 
function safelv and efficienUv. 
CentrePort supports the definition of the Port Noise 
Control Line as it relates to both where the emission of 
port related activities applies and where port noise is 
monitored. 
CentrePort generally supports the definition of Port 
related activities in the Proposed Natural Resources 
Plan because it is appropriate to separately identify port 
related activities in the policy and rule frameworks. 

Definition would be improved by the addition of the 
words "other structures" after the word "buildings" as 
some port activities are not within buildings such as the 
berthing structures and wharves which are not buildings, 
equipment or machinery. 

Provide clarification as to why the Coastal Marine Area is defined 
as a High Hazard Area and its implications for effects based 
decision making. Alternatively exclude the Commercial Port Area 
from the definition. 
The definition of Maori Customary Use to be further refined to 
provide clarity as to the activities that fall within the term. 

Retain definition in its current form. 

Retain this definition in its current form. 

Retain this definition in its current form. 

Amend definition as follows. 

Activities within the Commercial Pott Area, the Lambton Harbour 
Area and on the adjacent land within the district including, but not 
limited to, the berthing, departure and movement of ships, storage 
and cargo handling, handling of goods and passengers, all 
activities associated with the movement, storage and handling of 
cargo and any activities (including construction, maintenance and 
repair) associated with buildings, other structures, machinery 
and equipment used in connection with the port or its 
administration. 

CentrePort supports the definition of Reclamation in the Retain this definition in its current form. 
Proposed Natural Resources Plan so it is clear to all 
users of the Plan that it means the creation of drv land. 
CentrePort supports the definition of Regionally Retain this definition in its current form. 
Significant Infrastructure in the Proposed Natural 
Resources Plan because it is appropriate to include 
reference to the Commercial Port Area. 
CentrePort suooorts the definition of Reverse Sensitivity Retain this definition in its current form. 
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17. 

18. 

Sensitivity 

Sensltive activity .. 

Temporary 
structure 

Support 

Support with 
amendment 

· · · ··· · · ·· ·
.
·· ·· · • Chapter 3/ Objectives· > · .

·
. ·

19. Ki uta ki tai: Support with
Mountains to the amendment 

20. 

sea and 
Objective 05 clarification 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Objective 09 

Support with 
amendment 

in the Proposed Natural Resources Plan because it is 
appropriate to recognise the potential vulnerability of 
existing lawfully-established port activities to other 
activities in the vicinity which may be sensitive to 
adverse environmental effects. 
CentrePort supports the definition of Sensitive activity in 
the Proposed Natural Resources Plan because it is an 
inclusive definition capturing all activities which suffer 
should they experience adverse effects typically 
associated with some lawful activities. 
CentrePort considers that there should be an exclusion 
relating to the temporary structures in the Commercial 
Port area within the definition as there may be potential 
impacts upon port operations and maintenance of port 
assets. 

The definition of Maori customary use appears to include 
all cultural and spiritual considerations. There is 
uncertainty about what impact this will have on future 
development in the coastal marine area. 

CentrePort is also unsure in relation to the objective as 
to what "safeguarding aquatic ecosystem health and 
Mahinga Kai" means in this context. A literal definition of 
safeguard could mean absolute protection. 

In addition clause b) is an issue for CentrePort where 
contact recreation and Maori Customary use is 
prohibited or at least actively discouraged within the 
Commercial Port Area. 

CentrePort considers that the recreational values of the 
coastal marine area should be maintained and enhanced 
"where appropriate" as this will not be everywhere in the 
coastal marine area specifically the Commercial Port 
Area. 

Retain this definition in its current form. 

Amend the definition as follows: 

A structure in the coastal marine area outside of the Commercial 
Port Area which is not in place for a period exceeding a total of 31 
days or part days during a 12 month period, inclusive of the 
placement and removal 

1. CentrePort seeks clarification on what the required
consideration of safeguarding aquatic ecosystem health and
Mahinga kai are.

2. The objective could be clarified as follows: Add 'where
appropriate' at the start of 05 (b ).

Fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area, as a minimum, 
where appropriate, are managed to: 

(a) 

(b) 

safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and 
mahinga kai, and 

provide for contact recreation and Maori 
customary use, and 

Amend Objective 9 as follows; 

The recreational values of the coastal marine area, rivers and

lakes and their margins and natural wetlands are maintained and 
enhanced where annronriate. 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Objective 010 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Objective 011 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Objective 012 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Objective 013 

Natural Character 
Form and 
Function: 
Objective 019 

Support with 
amendment 

Amend 

Support 

Support 

Support with 
amendment 

Natural Character Suooort with 

CentrePort, for reasons of safety, security and 
biosecurity, does not support "maintaining and 
enhancing" public access in the Commercial Port Area. 

The definition of Maori customary use appears to include 
all cultural and spiritual considerations. There is 
uncertainty about what impact this will have on future 
development in the coastal marine area and 
opportunities for Maori customary use of the coastal 
marine area for cultural purposes should only occur 
where appropriate. For example, not in the Commercial 
Port Area. 

CentrePort therefore seeks amendment of the objective 
so opportunities for Maori customary use of the coastal 
marine area for cultural purposes are recognised, 
maintained and improved where this is appropriate. 

CentrePort supports the objective that the social, 
economic, cultural and environmental benefits of 
regionally significant infrastructure and renewable 
enen::iv Qeneration activities are recoQnised. 
CentrePort supports the objective that the use and 
ongoing operation of regionally significant infrastructure 
and renewable energy generation activities in the coastal 
marine area are protected from new incompatible use 
and development occurring under, over, or adjacent to 
the infrastructure or activity, 
CentrePort considers that the use of the word 
interference within the objective is not appropriate. 
Interference, such as appropriate dredging, reclamations 
or protecting regionally significant infrastructure, may 
interfere with natural processes, but there could be a 
functional and operation need and it could be acceptable 
from an effects perspective. 
It is noted that hioh hazard areas are defined as 

Amend Objective 10 as follows; 

Public access to and along the coastal marine area and rivers and 
lakes is maintained and enhanced where appropriate.

Amend Objective 11 as follows; 

Public access to and along the coastal marine area and rivers and 
lakes is maintained and enhanced where appropriate.

Retain this objective in its current form. 

Retain this objective in its current form. 

Amend Objective 019 as follows: 

The interference adverse effects from use and development on 
natural processes is Fl'linil'l'lisod avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Provide clarification as to why the Coastal Marine Area is defined 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Form and clarification 
Function: 
Objective 021 

Natural character, Oppose 
form and function 
Objective 022 

Water Quality Support with 
Objective 024 amendment 

Biodiversity, 
aquatic ecosystem 
health and 
mahinga kai 
Objective 029 

Sites with 
significant values 
Objective 033 

Sites with 
significant values 
Objective 035 

Support with 
amendments 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

including the whole Coastal Marine Area. While 
understanding the objective, particularly the use of the 
term "inappropriate use and development, the blanket 
inclusion of all of the CMA as a high hazard area is 
questioned. 
CentrePort opposes this objective as there is no 
recognition made of the importance of being able to 
maintain, repair or upgrade Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure from Natural Hazards where hard 
engineering mitigation and protection methods solutions 
can be the only practicable and feasible option 
oarticularlv in a coastal environment. 
Coastal water within the Commercial Port Area is not an 
appropriate location for primary contact recreation and 
Maori customary use for safety and security reasons. An 
exclusion of the Commercial Port area is considered 
appropriate from the Objective. 

CentrePort supports the intent of the objective but the 
wording could be improved to provide greater clarity. As 
currently drafted it could be read that fish passage in all 
existing situations does not exist. In addition there could 
be circumstances where restoration cannot be achieved 
and that should be recognised. 

The intent of the policy is supported however CentrePort 
considers it important that such sites are protected from 
inappropriate use and development and restored only 
where such values have been compromised. 

The intent of the policy is supported however CentrePort 
considers it important that such sites are protected from 
inappropriate use and development and restored only 
where such values have been compromised. 

as a High Hazard Area and its implications for effects based 
decision making. Alternatively exclude the Commercial Port Area 
from the definition. 

Amend Objective 22 as follows: 

Hard engineering mitigation and protection methods are only used 
as a last practicable option unless there is a functional need or 
operational requirement. 

Amend Objective 24 as follows: 

Rivers, lakes, natural wetlands and coastal water {excluding the 
Commercial Port Area) are suitable for contact recreation and 
Maori customary use, by: 

Amend Objective 29 as follows: 

Use and de\•olopmont pro'lidos for the passage of fish and koura, 
and the passage of indigenous :fish and koura is restoFOd. 

Use and development provides for the passage of fish and 
koura, and if appropriate restored if passage of fish and koura 
is not currently provided. 

Amend Objective 33 

Sites with significant mana whenua values are protected from 
inappropriate use and development and restored where values 
have been compromised. 

Ecosystems and habitats with signrficant indigenous biodiversity 
values are protected from inappropriate use and development 
and restored where values have been compromised. 
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32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

Sites with 
significant values 
Objective 037 

Discharges 
Objective 048 

Coastal 
Management 
Objective 053 

Coastal 
Management 
Objective 055 

Coastal 
Management 
Objective 056 

Coastal 
Management 
Objective 058 
Coastal 
Management 
Objective 059 

Support with 
clarification 

Support 

Support 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

Support 

Support 

· · · ·. · Chapter4;.Policies:>.
39. Ki uta ki tai and Support with

integrated Amendment
catchment
management
Policy P3

CentrePort is concerned about the level of uncertainty 
associated with the surfbreaks as listed in Schedule K 
and what potential adverse effects there may be. 

CentrePort supports the management of adverse quality 
and quantity effects of discharges from the networks to 
be improved over time. 
CentrePort considers that use and development in the 
coastal marine area is appropriately focused on whether 
there is a functional need and operational requirement to 
be locate there. 
CentrePort supports the objective as worded with the 
requirement to 'recognise' the need for public open 
space however as stated previously there are 
operational safety, security and biosecurity reasons for 
excluding public access and public open space from 
much of the Commercial Port Area. The Objective 
should be amended to reflect the inappropriateness of 
public access to the Port. 
CentrePort considers that this Objective could be 
enhanced by recognising that it is not just compatibility 
with the location but also the functfon of new 
development. 

Further clarity as to the nature of potential adverse effects and 
measurement of these and how the policy would be applied in 
practice. 

Retain Objective 048 in its current form. 

Retain Objective 053 in lts current form. 

Amend Objective 055 as follows. 

The need for appropriately located public open space in the 
coastal marine area is recognised 

Amend Objective 056 

New development in the coastal marine area is of a scale, density 
and design that is compatible with its function and its location in 
the coastal environment. 

CentrePort considers that managing noise including Retain Objective 058 in its current form. 
underwater noise through this Objective is appropriate. 

The efficient and safe passage of vessels that support Retain Objective 058 in its current form. 
the movement of people, goods and services is 
supported. 

Reference to the precautionary approach needs to be Amend Policy P3 to read: 
limited to the situation where there is both an absence of 
information and the potential for significant adverse 
effects- i.e. the way that the NZ Coastal Policy 
Statement Policy 3 uses that concept. It should not be 
framed as a blanket requirement for caution wherever 

Yse and development shall be managed with a precautionary 
approach whero there is limited information regaFding tho 
receiving environment and tho adverse effects the activity may 
hai,,e on this on,..ironmont. 
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40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

Ki uta ki tal and 
integrated 
catchment 
management 
Policy P4 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Policy P7 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Policy P8 

Beneficial use and 
development 
Policy P9 

Support with 
amendment 

Support 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

the nature and scale of effects cannot be predicted with 
complete certainty (which in the natural environment, is 
on virtually every occasion) and should allow for 
measured development matching the scale of risk in the 
circumstances. 
CentrePort considers that the policy could be improved 
by making it clear that "the smallest amount practicable" 
is related to the nature and objectives of the activity. 
Otherwise it could be read as requiring reduction to 
close to nil. 

In addition clause (b) would be improved by adding the 
words "if practicable" noting that for functional 
requirements and operational need it may not be always 
possible to locate an activity away from identified areas. 

CentrePort supports the inclusion of this policy as 
worded with specific reference to recognising the 
benefits of using land and water for transport along, and 
access, to water bodies. 
CentrePort considers that the Policy should be amended 
to add "upgrade" to recognise that it is not only 
maintenance and use but also upgrading structures. 

Centre Port supports the intent of the policy but: 

• There should be recognition of the need for
safety, security, and biosecurity requirements of
regionally significant infrastructure, particularly
around port requirements.

• In relation to the end sentence of the policy
mitigation or offset outside of land owned, (by in
this case CentrePort), is difficult to enforce and
may not be practicable. Therefore if CentrePort
was to develop, and public access was to be
restricted, there would ootentiallv be no actual

A precautionary approach to the management of the nature, 
scale and speed of use and development shall be used where 
there is limited information available and the potential for 
sionificant adverse effects. 

Amend Policy P4 as follows: 

Where minimisation of adverse effects is required by policies in 
the Plan minfmisation means reducing adverse effects of the 
activity to the smallest amount practicable having regard to the 
nature and objectives of the activity and shall include: .... " 

(b) if practicable considering the nature and objectives of the
activity locating the activity away from areas identified in
Schedule A (outstanding water bodies), Schedule C (mana
whenua), Schedule E (historic heritage), Schedule F (indigenous
biodiversity), and ...

Retain Policy P7 in its current form. 

Amend Policy P8 as follows: 

h) maintenance, use and upgrading of existing structures in the
coastal marine area, natural wetlands and the beds of rivers and
lakes, and
Amend Policy 9 as follows

Reduction in the extent or quality of public access to and along the 
coastal marine area and the beds of lakes and rivers shall be 
avoided except where it is necessary to: 

(a) protect the values of estuaries, sites with
significant mana whenua values identified in
Schedule C (mana whenua), sites with
significant historic heritage value identified in
Schedule E (historic heritage) and sites with
significant lndigenous biodiversity value
identified in Schedule F (indigenous
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44. Beneficial use and
development
Policy P10

means of achieving that mitigation/offset based on 
public safety and limited land holdings. 

(b) 

(c) 

biodiversity), or 

protect public health, aAG safety, security 
and biosecurity. or 

provide for a temporary activity such as 
construction, a recreation or cultural event or 
stock movement, and where the temporary 
restrictions shall be for no longer than 
reasonably necessary before access is fully 
reinstated, and 

with respect to (a), (b) and (c), where it is necessary to 
permanently restrict or remove existing public access, and where 
practicable and achievable and considering the nature of the 
activity, the loss of public access shall be mitigated or offset by 
providing enhanced public access at a similar or nearby location 
or offset. 

Support with CentrePort supports the intent of the Policy but Amend Policy P10 as follows: 
Amendment considers specific reference to "safe" contact and 

passive recreation should be included. (b) managing activities to maintain or enhance � contact
recreation values in the beds of lakes and rivers, including by
retaining existing swimming holes and maintaining access to
existing contact recreation locations, and

(d) providing for the safe passive recreation and amenity values
of fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area.

45. Beneficial use and Support with CentrePort suooorts the intent of the policy in Amend PoHcv P12 as follows:

10 
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46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

development 
Policy P12 

Amendment 

Beneficial use and Support 
development P13 

Beneficial use and Support 
development 
Policy P14 
Estuaries and Support with 
harbours Policy Amendment 
P22 

Estuaries 
harbours 
P23 

and 
Policy 

recognising the benefits of regionally sfgnificant 
infrastructure but considers specific reference to both 
port activities and infrastructure should be given. 

CentrePort supports the policy as worded in providing 
recognition of the use, operation, maintenance, and 
upgrade of existing regionally significant infrastructure 
and renewable energy generation activities as beneficial 
and aenerallv aoorooriate. 
CentrePort supports the policy as it recognises the 
reverse sensitivity effects of new incompatible use and 
development uoon reaionallv sionificant infrastructure. 
CentrePort supports the intent of the Policy but it 
considers that the wording is too restrictive in relation to 
appropriate use and development. As has been stated 
the Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary is scheduled in F4 
as a Coastal Site and it is also located in the 
Commercial Port Area. 

The policy would be improved by removal of the word 
'significant' and the inclusion of 'remedied or mitigated' 
to make the policy less avoidance focused. 
CentrePorts' assets are located within Wellington 
Harbour (Port Nicholson). Protection of those assets 
from coastal erosion is the key function and planting is 
not feasible or necessary. As such the words where 
appropriate should be added to clause (c). 

(d) the functional need for port activities and infrastructure to be
located within the coastal marine area, and

Retain Policy P13 in its current form. 

Retain Policy P14 in its current form. 

Amend Policy P22 as follows: 

Significant Aadverse effects on the ecosystem values of 
estuaries, including their importance as habitat for indigenous 
plants, birds and fish including diadromous species, and as a 
nursery for important fish stocks, shall be avoided, remedied or 
mitigated. 

Amend Policy P9 as follows: 

The ecological health and significant values of Te Awarua-o
Porirua Harbour, Wellington Harbour (Port Nicholson) and Lake 
Wairarapa will be restored overtime by: 

(a) managing activities to reduce sedimentation
rates and pollutant inputs, and

(b) managing erosion-prone land and riparian
margins in their catchments, and

(c) where appropriate undertaking planting and
pest management programmes in harbour
and lake habitats and ecosystems.
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50. 

51. 

52. 

Natural Character 
Polley P24 

Natural Hazards 
Policy P27 High 
Hazard Areas 

Natural Hazards 
PolicyP28 

53. Biodiversity,

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
clarification 

Oppose 

CentrePort is concerned with this Policy as no 
outstanding natural landscapes have been identified and 
the use of the word avoiding in the policy could amount 
to a prohibition on appropriate use and development in 
the coastal marine area. 

While the intent of the Policy is supported CentrePort 
considers that identifying the whole of the Coastal 
Marine Area including the Commercial Port Area as a 
high hazard area is uncertain. Hazard identification and 
management is a key part of the functional operations 
for CentrePort in light of its coastal location and the 
functional need for the Port to be located where it is. 
Hard engineering solutions are often the only practicable 
method of hazard mitigation for existing and potentially 
new Port facilities. A presumption to avoid hard 
engineering solutions is entirely inappropriate where 
there is a functional need and an operational 
requirement. 

Amend Policy 24 

Areas of outstanding natural character in the coastal marine area 
will be preserved by: 

(a) Protecting �§-adverse effests of asti>Jitios on natural
character in areas of the coastal marine area with
outstanding natural character by avoiding inappropriate
use and development , and

(b) requiring use and development to be of a type, scale and
intensity that wlll maintaln the natural character values of the
area, and

(c) requiring built elements to be subservient to the dominance
of the characteristics and qualities that make up the natural
character values of the area, and

(d) maintaining the high levels of naturalness of these areas, aRd
(e) avoiding the ad•,•erse effests of asti1,•ilies, lnsluding these

looatod outside tho aFOa, that indi1Jidually or cumulati>Joly
detract from tho natural sharastor values of tho outstanding
natural sharastor area.

Provide clarification as to why all of the Coastal Marine Area is 
defined as a High Hazard Area and its implications for effects 
based decision making. Alternatively exclude the Commercial Port 
Area from the definition. 

Amend policy 28 as follows: 

Hard engineering mitigation and protection methods shall be 
avoided except where 
(a) there is a functional and operational need: or
(b) It is necessary to protect existing and planned future

development from unacceptable risk, assessed using the risk
based approach, and the works either fom, part of a hazard
management strategy or the environmental effects are
consldered to be no more than minor

Support with CentrePort is concerned about some of the terminology Amend Policy P31(e) as follows 
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54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

aquatic ecosystem amendment 
health and 
mahinga kai Policy 
P31 

Biodiversity, 
aquatic ecosystem 
health and 
mahinga kai Policy 
P32 
Biodiversity, 
aquatic ecosystem 
health and 
mahinga kai Policy 
P33 

Biodiversity, 
aquatic ecosystem 
health and 
mahinga kai Policy 
P34 
Sites with 
significant 
indigenous 
biodiversity values 
Policy P40 

Sites with 
significant 
indigenous 
biodiversity values 
Policv P41 

Support with 
Amendment 

Support with 
Amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
Amendment 

Support with 
Amendment 

in the Policy as it may not always be possible to 
minimise or avoid effects, especially where there are 
functional needs and operational requirements as is 
often the case with regionally significant infrastructure. 

Policy 32 which is supported with one exception sets in 
place a process of avoid first but if you can't then you 
use a cascade of remedy, then mitigate, then offset. This 
should be used here. 
CentrePort supports this policy but offsetting should not 
be restricted to biodiversity. 

CentrePort supports the intent of the policy however the 
use of the term avoid is an absolute. There could be a 
situation where there may be more than minor effects 
that could be remedied, mitigated or offset but not 
completely avoided. 

CentrePort is concerned about some of the terminology 
in the Policy as it may not always be possible to 
minimise or avoid effects, especially where there are 
functional needs and operational requirements as is 
often the case with reqionallv siqnificant infrastructure 
CentrePort supports the intent of the Policy but 
considers that there is a conflict between the 
Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary being listed in Schedule 
F4 and the legitimate expectations of use and 
development of port infrastructure within the Commercial 
Port Area. 
CentrePort supports this policy but offsetting should not 
be restricted to biodiversity. 

(e) minimise manage in accordance with the Drocess
outlined in Policy 32 creating barriers to the migration or
movement of indigenous aquatic species, and restore the
connections between fragmented aquatic habitats where
appropriate, and

Amend Policy P32 (d) as follows: 

(d) where residual adverse effects remain, it is appropriate to
consider the use of biodi•,•ersity offsets.

Amend Policy P33 as follows 

The more than minor adverse effects of activities on the species 
known to be present in any water body identified in Schedule F1 
(rivers/lakes) as habitat for indigenous fish species, and Schedule 
F1 b (inanga spawning habitats), particularly at the relevant 
spawning and migration times identified in Schedule F1 a (fish 
spawning/migration) for those species, shall be avoided� 
remedied, mitigated or offset. 

Amend Policy P34 as follows: 

Manage in accordance with the process outlined in Policy 32 
the construction or creation of new barriers to the passage of fish 
and koura species sJ:ial.1--be a•;oided. 
Amend Policy P40 as follows: 

Protect and restore Manage the values of tho following 
ecosystems and habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity 
values: 

Amend Policy P41 (d) as follows: 

(d) where residual adverse effects remain, it is appropriate to
consider the use of biodi\•ersity offsets.
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59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

Protection and 
restoration of sites 
with significant 
mana 
whenua 
Policy44 
Sites 
significant 
heritage 
Policy P46 

Sites 

values: 

with 
historic 

value 

with 
significant historic 
heritage value 
Policy P47 

Natural Features 
and landscapes 
and special 
amenity 
landscapes 
Policy P48: 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with
amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

CentrePort supports this policy but has concerns in that Amend Policy 44 
it does not consider circumstances where use and 
development may be appropriate and/ or necessary. Sites with significant mana whenua values identified in Schedule C 

(mana whenua) shall be protected from inappropriate use and
development and/or restored.

CentrePort considers that this provision to manage 
adverse effects in sites with significant historic heritage 
values is generally appropriate, given that more than 
minor adverse effects on 'significant' historic heritage 
values are to be avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
However, the listed outcomes may unduly constrain 
opportunities for otherwise appropriate redevelopment of 
historic heritage sites three of which are part of the Ports 
current facilities. 
CentrePort considers that an amendment to Policy P47 
is required so that it does not preclude appropriate 
redevelopment where the structures are derelict and 
redundant. 

Amend Policy P46 so that the listed outcomes do not unduly 
constrain opportunities for otherwise appropriate redevelopment of 
historic heritage sites. 

Amend Policy P47 as follows 

Demolition or removal of a structure with significant historic 
heritage value identified in Schedule E1 (heritage structures), 
Schedule E2 (wharves and boatsheds), Schedule E3 (navigation 
aids), or Schedule ES (freshwater heritage) is inappropriate except 
where the structure: 

a. is substantially damaged by fire or natural hazard, and/or
b. poses a significant risk to human safety, and
c. -1-t-is not reasonably practicable to repair it, or 
d. is derelict and has no on-going functional or economic

use in its present state and/or configuration.

Outstanding natural features and landscapes are not Amend Policy P48 as follows: 
identified in the Plan. Given this Policy seeks avoidance 
and protection care should be taken. 

In addition the policy uses the term 'avoid' as a bottom 
line, and incorporates both coastal and non-coastal 
areas. It is important that existing and future Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure are recognised and provided 
for. 

The natural features and landscapes (including seascapes) of the 
coastal mar[ne area, rivers, lakes and their margins and natural 
wetlands shall be protected from inappropriate use and 
development by: 

(a) seeking to avoidiRfJ adverse effects of activities on
identified outstanding natural features and landscapes,
and 

(b) avoiding significant adverse effects and al/Oidin§,
remedying or mitigating other adverse effects of activities
on natural features and landscapes
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63. 

64. 

65. 

Natural Features 
and landscapes 
and special 
amenity 
landscapes 
Policy P49 

Natural Features 
and landscapes 
and special 
amenity 
landscapes 
Policy P50 
Natural Features 
and landscapes 
and special 
amenity 
landscapes 
Policy P51 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

CentrePort supports the intent of the policy however is 
concerned that it may not always be possible to entirely 
protect or avoid effects, especially where there are 
functional needs and operational requirements as is 
often the case with regionally significant infrastructure. 

CentrePort supports the intent of the policy however is 
concerned that it may not always be possible to avoid 
effects, especially where there are functional needs and 
operational requirements as is often the case with 
regionally significant infrastructure. 

CentrePort is concerned about the level of uncertainty 
associated with the surfbreaks as listed in Schedule K 
and what potential adverse effects there may be. 

CentrePort further considers it appropriate to amend the 
policy to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects rather 
than to minimise. 

Amend Policy P49 as follows: 

Use and development in the coastal marine area on sites adjacent 
to an outstanding natural feature or landscape or special amenity 
landscape identified in a district plan shall be managed by 
seeking to: 
(a) protectiRg visual and biophysical linkages between the site and
the outstanding natural feature or landscape, and
(b) avoiding adverse cumulative effects from inappropriate use
and development on the values of an outstanding natural feature
or landscape. 

Amend Policy P50 as follows: 

The signifioant adverse effects of use and development on the 
significant geological features identified in Schedule J (geological 
features) shall be avoided, remedied or mitigated. 

1. Further clarity as to the nature of potential adverse effects
and measurement of these and how the policy would be
applied in practice; and

2. Amend Policy 51 as follows:

Use and development in and adjacent to the significant surf breaks 
identified in Schedule K (surf breaks) shall be managed by 
minimising avoiding, remedying or mitigating the adverse 
effects on: 

(a) natural processes, currents, seabed 
morphology and swell corridors that 
contribute to significant surf breaks, and 

(b) access to significant surf breaks within the
coastal marine area, on a permanent or
ongoing basis.

66. Air quality Policy Support CentrePort supports the policy of managing adverse Retain Policy P60 in its current form. 
P60 effects from fumigants beyond the boundary of the 

property through good manaoement practices. 
67. Stormwater: Policy Support with While CentrePort suooorts the conceot of oroaressive Amend Policy P73 as follows:
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68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

73 

Managing 
storm water 
large sites: 
78 

Wastewater 
vessels 
offshore 
installations 

from 
Policy 

from 
and 

and 
biofoul cleaning 
Policy P86 
Minimising 
adverse effects of 
wastewater 
discharges from 
vessels and 
offshore 
installations Policy 
P87 
Wastewater from 
vessels and 

amendment 

Support with 
amendment 

Support 

Support 

Support 

improvements to stormwater quality the policy requires 
continual minimisation of adverse effects which may not 
in all circumstances be practicable to implement. 

CentrePort supports the principle of the policy as it is in 
the process of formulating a process of minimising 
effects from Port associated stormwater discharges. The 
policy requires continual minimisation of adverse effects 
which may not in all circumstances be practicable to 
implement. 

CentrePort supports the Policy as worded, with specific 
reference to the discharge of wastewater containing 
human effluent from vessels. 

CentrePort supports the Policy as worded, with specific 
reference to the discharge of wastewater containing 
human effluent from vessels and offshore installations. 

CentrePort supports the policy in principle but notes that 
in relation to biofoulinA there are practical implications of 

( d) where practicable progressively improving existing
stormwater, wastewater, road and other public infrastructure,
including during routine maintenance and upgrade.

Amend Policy 78: 
The adverse effects of the discharge of stormwater from a port, 
airport or state highway, where the discharge will enter water shall 
be minimised by: 

(a) managing the discharge in order to minimise the adverse
effects of stormwater discharges on aquatic ecosystem
health and mahinga kai, contact recreation and Maori
customary use where practicable and appropriate, and

(b) identifying prior[ties for improvement, including methods
and timeframes for improvement, in accordance with any
relevant objectives identified in the Plan, and

(c) progressively implementing methods identified in (b), and
(d) having particular regard to protecting sites with identified

significant or outstanding values, and
(e) implementing good management practice, including in

accordance with Policy P73, and progressive
improvement of discharge quality over time.

Retain Policy P86 in its current form. 

Retain Policy P87 in its current form. 

Retain Policy P88 in its current form. 
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offshore 
installations and 
biofoul cleaning 
Policv P88 

72. Primary coastal Support 

73. 

policies Polley 
P132 Functional 
need and efficient 
use 

Primary coastal Support with 
policies Policy amendment 
P133 Recreational 
values 

74. Primary
Policies
P135

Coastal Support 
Policy 

Safe 
Passage

75. Primary Coastal Support with 
Policies Policy amendment 
P136 Hutt Valley 
Aquifer zone in 
Wellington 
Harbour (Port 
Nicholson) 

76. Primary coastal Support with 
policies Policy clarification 
P137 Airport sought 
height restrictions 

the associated rule. 

CentrePort supports the policy from an operational Retain Policy 132 in its current form. 
perspective as it recognises regionally significant 
infrastructure as having a functional and operational 
need to be located in the coastal marine area. 

CentrePort also notes that clause (e) includes the words 
"where appropriate" in relation to public or multiple use. 
As has been stated in related parts of this submission 
public use of the Commercial Port area is not supported 
for safety, security and biosecurity reasons. 

Amend Policy P133 as follows: CentrePort supports this policy but considers it could be 
improved with the words "where practicable" noting the 
circumstances in the Commercial Port Area where there 
are many limitations on providing for recreational 
opportunities. 

The adverse effects of use and development in the coastal marine 
area on recreational values shall be managed, where practicable, 
by providing for a diverse range of recreational opportunities while 
avoiding conflicts and safety issues. 

Efficient and safe passage of vessels is supported by Retain Policy P135 in its current form. 
avoiding inappropriate use and development in 
navigation protection areas. 

CentrePort supports the intent of the Policy but Retain Policy P136 but amend Map 30 to exclude the Commercial 
considers the entire Harbour being within the Aquifer Port Area; and 
zone as outlined on Map 30 is excessive. This has 
unintended consequences for the operation of the Provide greater clarity after scientific investigation as to the areas 
Commercial Port Area even to the extent where of Wellington Harbour where the confined aquifer currently exists. 
maintenance dredging or repiling of wharf structures 
below 0.5 metre in depth of the seabed requires 
resource consent under the associated rule. 
CentrePort has no objection in principle to the policy but Provide greater clarity on height restrictions in Map 50 and the 
has concerns with the lack of clarity in Map 50 and the related GIS information on http://mapping.gw.govt.nz 
related GIS information on http://mapping.gw.govt.nz . 
There are no useful heights provided as to the approach 
fans which is important in respect of Miramar and 
Burnham Wharves which are close to the airport and 
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77. Structures Policy
P138 Structures in
sites with
significant values.

ootentiallv affected bv the heiaht restrictions. 
Support with CentrePort supports the policy as worded with specific 
amendment exclusion for new or additions to regionally significant 

infrastructure. However clause (e) would be improved by 
adding the word 'location" as well as "no practicable 
alternative method of providing for the activity". 

Amend Policy P138 as follows: 

New structures, replacement of a structure or any addition or 
alteration to a structure in a site identified in Schedule C (mana 
whenua), Schedule F4 (coastal sites), Schedule FS (coastal 
habitats) and Schedule J (geological features) shall be avoided, 
except where: 

(a) the new structure, replacement of the
structure or any addition or alteration to the
structure is for the specific purpose of
providing protection for the values identified
in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule F4
(coastal sites), Schedule FS (coastal
habitats) or Schedule J (geological features),
or

(b) the structure is for educational, scientific or
research purposes that will enhance the
understanding and long-term protection of
the coastal marine area, or

(c) the structure will provide for navigational
safety, or

(d) it is necessary to enable the development,
operation, maintenance and upgrade of
regionally significant infrastructure,

and in respect of (a) to (d): 

(e) there are no practicable alternative locations
or methods of providing for the activity.

78. Structures Policy Support with CentrePort supports the policy but it could be improved Amend Policy P139 as follows:
P139 Seawalls Amendment and clarified by minor amendments to the wording of 

clauses (c) and (d). The construction of a new seawall is inaooropriate except where 
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79. Other activities in
the coastal marine
area Policy P143

80. Other activities in Support
the coastal marine
area Policy P145
Reclamation,
drainage and

CentrePort supports the policy as worded with specific 
exclusion to enable the efficient development, operation, 
maintenance and upgrade of regionally significant 
infrastructure. As with previous policies this policy could 
be improved by including the word "location" in clause 
(g). 

the seawall is required to protect: 

(a) existing, or upgrades to, infrastructure, or

(b) new regionally significant infrastructure,

and in respect of (a) and (b):

(c) there is-are no reasonable or practicable
alternative meaAS methods and locations,
and

(d) suitably l8Gate4;- designed and certified by a
qualified, professional engineer, and

(e) designed to incorporate the use of soft
engineering options where appropriate and
practicable.

Amend Policy P143 as follows: 

Deposition of sand, shingle or shell in a site identified in Schedule 
C (mana whenua), Schedule E4 (archaeological sites), Schedule 
F4 (coastal sites), Schedule F5 (coastal habitats) and Schedule J 
(geological features) shall be avoided except where: 

and in respect of (a) to (f): 

(g) there are no practicable alternative locations
or methods of providing for the activity.

CentrePort supports the policy as worded with an Retain Policy P145 in its current form. 
exception to reclamation, drainage or destruction 
associated with the development, operation, 
maintenance and upgrade of regionally significant 
infrastructure. 
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destruction 
81. Policy 149 Noise Support CentrePort supports the Policy as it relates to effects of 

and liohtino noise and liohtino. 
82. other activities in Support CentrePort supports Policy P151 with specific reference 

the coastal marine to minimising the adverse effects of underwater noise on 
area Policy P151 the health and well-being of marine fauna and the health 

and amenity values of users of the coastal marine area. 
Chapter 5 Rules ... · ···· · ...

83. Large scale Support CentrePort supports the rule as worded with provision 
combustion for the discharge of contaminants into air from 
activities Rule R12 combustion equipment not exceeding a maximum 

generating capacity of 300kW, but up to 2MW in the 
event of the electricity network being disrupted through 
weather, accidents, or anv unforeseen circumstances. 

84. Chemical and Support Maintenance of port equipment (e.g. cranes) using spray 
metallurgical coating techniques is essential to Port operations. 
processes Rule 
R15

85. Dust generating Support Maintenance of port equipment (e.g. cranes) using 
activities Rule R26 abrasive blasting techniques is essential to Port 

operations. 
86. Dust generating Support with CentrePort considers that there should be a new rule in

activities New amendment addition to handling of aggregate (Rule R27) or cement 
Rule storage (Rule 28) to provide for handling and storage of 

other dry or bulk products, including at the Port (similar 
to Rule 10 of current Air Quality Plan). 

Retain Policy 150 in its current form. 

Retain Policy P151 in its current form. 

. . . .. . . 

· . . · ··. 
·. · .. ·

. ···.·· ..... 
. 

. i"·, 
......... 

· .. ·:.::·•·::·,•,::·• >.···,\:/\:.:>\<·•:.'.'. ·;,•·.\i

Retain Rule R12 in its current form. 

Retain Rule R15 in its current form. 

Retain Rule R26 in its current form. 

Provide for new rule as follows: 

The sorting and storage of powdered or bulk products 
The discharge of contaminants into air in connection with: 

(1) sorting, storage and conveying (including loading and
unloading) of fertiliser, grains, berries, coal, coke, wood chips,
sawdust, wood shavings, timber and logs, bark, sand, soda ash,
aggregates, live animals and other bulk products (whether in solid
or liquid form, other than hydrocarbons); the size reduction and
screening of wood products and minerals;

is a Permitted Activity, provided it complies with the conditions 
below, and excluding discharges of contaminants to air arising 
from processes involving: 

(a) the pneumatic conveying of bulk materials.

Conditions 
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87. Dust generating Support 
activities Rule R28 

88. Petroleum storage Support
or transfer facilities
Rule R32

89. Mobile Sources Support 
Rule 33

90. Fumigation Rules Support
R39 and R40

91. Stormwater Rule Support
R52

92. Contaminated Support 
Land and
Hazardous
substances Rules
R54, R55, R56
and R57

- - - - - - -

Permitted Activities shall comply with the following conditions: 
(i) For the area shown as the Operatlonal Port Area, included
within the Wellington City District Plan, any discharge shall not
result in odour, dust, gas or vapour which is noxious, dangerous,
offensive or objectionable to such an extent that it has, or is likely
to have, an adverse effect on the environment outside the
Operational Port Area; and
(ii) For all other areas, any discharge shall not result in dust,
odour, gas or vapour, whlch is noxious, dangerous, offensive or
objectionable at or beyond the boundarv of the propertv.

CentrePort supports the rule in providing for the Retain Rule R28 in its current form. 
discharge of contaminants into air from the storage, 
handling, redistribution or packing of cement in fully 
enclosed silos and conveyance systems as a permitted 
activitv. 
CentrePort supports the rule in providing for the Retain Rule R32 in its current form. 
discharge of contaminants into air from the storage, or 
transfer of petroleum and related products as a 
permitted activity. 
CentrePort supports that the discharge of contaminants Retain Rule 33 in its current form. 
into air from a mobile source is a permitted activity. 

CentrePort supports rules R39 and R40 in providing for Retain Rules R39 and R40 in their current form. 
the use of fumigants as permitted or controlled activities 
noting the use of fumigants as being sometimes 
essential for biosecuritv ooerations at the oort. 
CentrePort supports Rule R52 in providing for Retain Rule R52 in its current form. 
stormwater discharge from large sites as a restricted 
discretionary activity and in providing for the 
minimisation of the adverse effects of stormwater 
discharaes throuah proaressive improvement over time. 
CentrePort supports Rules R54, R55, R56 and R57 in Retain Rules R54, R55, R56 and R57 in their current form. 
providing for a framework for discharge from 
contaminated sites as a permitted activity provided the 
following conditions met: 

a) a site investigation has been completed with a
copy of the report provided to GWRC within two
years after the date of public notification of the
Proposed Natural Resources Plan (31.07.2015),
and
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93. 

94. 

Wastewater from Support 
ships and offshore 
installations Rules 
63 and 64 
Biofoul cleaning Support with 
Rule R65 and R66 Amendments 

b) the concentration of contamlnants meets relevant
standards

CentrePort considers that it is appropriate to include 
rules controlling the discharge of wastewater from ships. 

CentrePort notes that vessels periodically need to have 
organic and inorganic material removed from the hull. 

The proposed rule would mean that domestic operators 
including port vessels and the Cook Strait Ferries could 
not continue to clean the vessels in water as they 
currently do. 

CentrePort has had discussions with KiwiRail who in turn 
have had discussions with NZ Dive and Salvage who 
carry out biofoul cleaning on behalf of lnterislander and 
others. NZ Dive and Salvage advised that in terms of 
current cleaning there needs to be more of a distinction 
between the types and vessels and the extent of 
biofouling that can occur. 

Retain Rules R63 and R64 in their current form. 

Amend Rule 65 as follows 

The discharge of contaminants and biological material into coastal 
water from in-water cleaning of biofouling from a vessel, 
moveable structure or navigation aid, three years after the date of 
publlc notification of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan 
(31.07.2015) ln the coastal marine area, is a permitted activity 
provided the following conditions are met: 

(h) the anti-foul coatlng on the vessel,
moveable structure or navigation aid shall
not have exceeded its planned service llfe as
specified by the manufacturer, and

(1) the cleaning method shall be undertaken in
accordance with the coating manufacturer's
recommendations, and

U) the cleaning of microfouling and goose
barnacles of international origin shall be
removed using a gentle, non-abrasive
cleaning technique, and

(k) where the vessel is of international origin
the cleaning or treatment method shall
capture any biological material released into
the water column greater than 50µm ln
diameter, with any captured cleaning debris
disposed on land, and

(I) any captured cleaning debris is appropriately
disposed of, and
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95. All Other Oppose 
Discharges Rule 
R67 

The Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary is located in 
Schedule F4. It runs between the Kaiwharawhara 
reclamation and the lnterislander vehicle and train 
manoeuvring areas. It is considered that there should be 
recognition of the potential conflict between the 
operation and maintenance of regionally significant 
infrastructure of the operational Port and the values of 
the Stream. This is accentuated by all other discharges 
being a non-complying activity. 

As all other discharges are treated as a non-complying 
activity it would have to be assessed under s104D of the 
Act, and for consent to be granted the adverse effects of 
the activity on the environment will be minor or the 
matter will not be contrary to the objectives and policies 
of a plan or proposed plan. Non-complying activity status 
is unduly onerous for potential discharge activities within 
the Commercial Port Area and an exception relating to 
sites within the Commercial Port Area is sought to 
enable these to be considered as a restricted 

Note 

(m) if suspected harmful or unusual aquatic
species are found, the vessel owner or
operator shall take the following steps:

(i) any cleaning activities shall cease
immediately, and

(ii) the Wellington Regional Council
Harbourmaster shall be notified
within five working days, and

(iii) the cleaning may not recommence
until notified by the Wellington
Regional Council to do so.

For the purposes of Rule R65 guidance is provided in the Anti
Fouling and In-Water Cleaning Guidelines (June 2013). 

Amend Rule R67 

The discharge of water or contaminants into water, or onto or into 
land where it may enter water: 

(a) inside a site or habitat identified in Schedule
A (outstanding water bodies), Schedule F1
(rivers/lakes), Schedule F3 (significant
wetland), or Schedule F4 (coastal sites}
unless located in the Commercial Port

Area, and

(b) that is not permitted by Rules R42, R43, R44
orR45

is a non-complying activity. 
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96. Coastal
Management
Rules General 
Structure

97. Coastal
management
general conditions
(c)

98. Coastal
management
general conditions
(q) to (u) Noise
from port-related
activities

99. Maintenance,
repair, additions
and alterations to
existing structures
Rule R149

100. Removal or 
demolition of 
structures Rule 
R152 

Amend 

Oppose 

Support 

Support 

Oppose 

discretionary activity pursuant to Rule R52. 
CentrePort considers that the rules relating to activities 
and development within the Commercial Port Area 
require restructuring as currently they are difficult to 
navigate and it is sometimes unclear what rules apply to 
the Commercial Port Area and those that do not. 
CentrePort opposes general condition Disturbance (c) as 
the increase in the area of the harbour covered by 
aquifer restriction will have implications for legitimate 
port work that is otherwise permitted, and needs to be 
understood. Source reference material therefore needs 
to be made available. CentrePort's own investigations 
and many years of experience of seabed disturbance 
such as wharf piling have concluded that the area of the 
confined aquifer is of a much lesser extent. 

CentrePort supports the general conditions relating to 
Port Noise. These provisions have been essentially 
rolled over from the existing Regional Coastal Plan. 
However the date reference in clause (u) should be 
deleted as it is a requirement that the Port Noise 
Management Plan for CentrePort Ltd will be periodically 
updated. 
CentrePort supports the retention of this rule as it is 
appropriate to provide for some maintenance and repair 
as a permitted activity. 

While supporting most clauses in the permitted activity 
rule CentrePort considers the permitted activity rules for 
removal or demolition of structures are onerous (e.g. 
limited to only 10m3 of disturbance; and no provision for 
partial removal). 

More flexible consideration is needed in the Commercial 
Port Area (where the work relates regionally significant 
infrastructure). 

Consider restructuring the Coastal Management Rules to make it 
clear what rules apply to the Commercial Port Area and those that 
do not. 

Relief is sought by either: 
• deleting general condition (c) or
• refine Map 30 to more accurately reflect the extent of the

Aquifer or
• Excluding the Commercial Port Area in the rule.

Amend Coastal Management general condition (u) as follows. 

(u) Port Noise Management Plan

CentrePort shall at all times operate in accordance with the 
current Port Noise Management Plan for CentrePort Ltd. 

Retain Rule R149 in its current form. 

Amend Rule R152 as follows: 

The removal or demolition of a structure or part of a structure, 
including any associated: 

(a) disturbance of the foreshore or seabed, and

(b) deposition in, on or under the foreshore or
seabed,and

(c) discharge of contaminants, and
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( d) diversion of open coastal water

is a permitted activity, provided the following conditions 
are met: 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

U) 

the structure is not identified in Schedule E1 
(heritage structures), Schedule E2 (wharves 
and boatsheds) or Schedule E3 (navigation 
aids), and 

the structure is not inside a site or habitat 
identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), 
Schedule F4 (coastal sites) except for 
structures within the Commercial Port 
Area or Schedule F5 (coastal habitats), and 

the removal or demolition shall not disturb 
more than 1 Om3 of the foreshore or seabed 
except for structures within the 
Commercial Port Area, and 

the structure or part of the structure is 
completely removed from the coastal marine 
area except for structures within the 
Commercial Port Area, and 

no explosives shall be used in the removal or 
demolitfon, and 

written notice detailing the scale and location 
of the structure and the timing of construction 
and removal shall be given five working days 
before work commences to: 

(i) the Wellington Regional Council
Harbourmaster, and

(ii) Maritime New Zealand, and
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101. New temporary Support with 
structures outside amendment 
sites of 
significance Rule 
R154 

102. New temporary Support with 
structures Rule amendment 
R155

CentrePort supports the intent of permitted activity status 
for various temporary structures but consider that lt 
should apply to all of the Commercial Port Area including 
sites in Schedule F4. 

CentrePort supports the rule but considers that the Chief 
Pilot at CentrePort Ltd should be consulted on 
navigation safety as well as the Harbourmaster and 
Maritime New Zealand. 

(k) the activity shall comply with the coastal
management general conditions specified
above in Section 5.7.2.

Amend Rule 154 (f) as follows: 

(I) the structure is outside a site or habitat
identified in Schedule C (mana whenua),
Schedule F4 (coastal sites) unless located
in the Commercial Port Area, Schedule F5
(coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological
features), and

Amend Rule 155 Matters for discretion as follows: 

( 1 O ). Navigational safety includtng the notification of the Wellington 
Regional Council Harbourmaster, the Chief Pilot of CentrePort 
Ltd and Maritime New Zealand 

103. New
replacement
navigation
Rule R156

or Support with CentrePort supports the rule but considers that the Chief Amend Rule 156 (g) as follows: 
amendment Pilot at CentrePort Ltd should be consulted on 

aids navigation safety as well as the Harbourmaster and (g) 
Maritime New Zealand. 

written notice detailing the scale and location 
of the structure and the timing of construction 
and removal shall be given five working days 
before work commences to: 

(i) the Wellington Regional Council
Harbourmaster, and

(ii) Maritime New Zealand, and

(iii) Land Information New Zealand,
and

(iv) The Chief Pilot of CentrePort
Ltd, and
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104. New and 
replacement
structures
(including
temporary
structures) Rule 
R158

105. New and 
replacement
structures
(including
temporary
structures Rule 
R161

106. New and 
replacement
structures
(including
temporary
structures Rule 
R162

107. Seawalls R165

Support with 
amendment 

Oppose 

Oppose 

Support with 
amendment 

CentrePort supports the rule but considers that the Chief 
Pilot at CentrePort Ltd should be required to provide 
written approval as well as the Harbourmaster. This will 
provide the shipping channels with further protection that 
may affect navigation safety. In addition the navigation 
protection area as shown on Map 49 should be 
amended to include the Commercial Port Area as the 
existing map does not provide for safe navigation into 
the berths. 

CentrePort considers that there is a conflict between the 
Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary in Schedule F4 and the 
legitimate expectations of use and development of port 
infrastructure within the Commercial Port Area. 

CentrePort further considers the proposed rule lacks 
clarity in differing between minor additions or alterations 
to structures (R150) and new structures or alterations to 
structures outside sites of significance. CentrePort 
considers Rule R161 should relate solely to new 
structures. 
CentrePort considers that there is a conflict between the 
Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary in Schedule F4 and the 
legitimate expectations of use and development of port 
infrastructure within the Commercial Port Area. 

Amend Rule 158 as follows: 

(i) 

(j) 

in respect of condition (b ), written approval is 
given by the Wellington Regional Council 
Harbourmaster and the Chief Pilot of 
CentrePort Ltd 

amend Map 49 to include the Commerdal 
Port Area as Navigation Protection Areas1 

Amend Rule R161 as follows: 

A new structure, addition or alteration to a structure and the 
associated use of the structure outside a site or habitat identlfied 
in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule F4 (coastal sites) unless 
located in the Commercial Port Area,. Schedule F5 (coastal 
habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) in the coastal marine 
area, including any associated ... 

Amend Rule R161 as follows: 

A new structure, addilien er alteration te a structure and the 
associated use of the structure inside a site or habitat identified in 
Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule F4 (coastal sites) unless 
located in the Commercial Port Area, Schedule F5 (coastal 
habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) in the coastal marine 
area, including any associated ... 

CentrePort generally supports the addition or alteration Amend rule 165 (f) as follows: 
to existing seawalls being a controlled activity. However 
the limitation of 5 metres in horizontal projection is The addition or alteration to an existing seawall and the associated 
considered too small particularly as CentrePort has use of the addition in the coastal marine area, including any 
existing seawalls protecting much of the existing associated: 
Commercial Port Area. 
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108. Seawalls outside
Sites of
Significance Rule
R166

109. Seawalls
Sites
Significance
R167

inside 
of 

Rule 

Support with 
amendment 

Oppose 

CentrePort considers that this should be increased to 10 
metres as a controlled activity. 

CentrePort supports discretionary activity status for 
larger seawalls outside sites of significance but 
considers that this should also apply to the whole of the 
Commercial Port Area. 

The Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary is located in 
Schedule F4 as a coastal site. It runs between the 
Kaiwharawhara reclamation and the lnterislander vehicle 
and train manoeuvring areas. It is considered that there 
should be recognition of the potential conflict between 
the operation and maintenance of regionally significant 
infrastructure of the operational Port including the ferry 
and the values of the Estuary. 

As seawalls inside sites of significance are treated as a 
non-complying activity it would have to be assessed 
under s104D of the Act and for consent to be granted 
the adverse effects of the activity on the environment will 
be minor or the matter will not be contrary to the 
objectives and policies of a plan or proposed plan. 
CentrePort considers that non-complying activity status 
is unduly onerous for potential additions or alterations to 

Is a controlled activity, provided the following conditions are met: 

(k) any addition shall add no more than 10m am
in horizontal projectlon and 1 m in vertical
projection to the structure as it existed on the
date of public notification of the Proposed
Natural Resources Plan (31.07.2015), and

Amend Rule R166 as follows: 

A new seawall, or the addition to or alteration or replacement of an 
existing seawall, and the associated use of the structure outside a 
site or habitat identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule 
F4 (coastal sites) unless located in the Commercial Port Area, 
Schedule F5 (coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) 
in the coastal marine area including any assoclated: 

Amend Rule R167 as follows: 

A new seawall, or the addition to or alteration or replacement of an 
existing seawall, and the assoclated use of the structure inside a 
site or habitat identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule 
F4 (coastal sites) unless located in the Commercial Port Area, 
Schedule F5 (coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) 
in the coastal marine area including any associated: 
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110. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

Alteration of 
structures 
identified in 
Schedule E2 or 
Schedule E3 
Rules R168, R169 
R170 and R171 
Removal, 
demolition 
replacement 

or 
of 

structures or parts 
of structures 
identified in 
Schedule E1, 
Schedule E2 or 
Schedule E3 Rule 
R172 
Structures in the 
Commercial Port 
Area Rule R173 

Structures in the 
Commercial Port 
Area Rule R174 
Structures in the 
Commercial Port 
Area Rule R175 

Occupation Rules 
R182, R183 and 
R184 
Surface water and 
foreshore activities 

Support 

Support 

Support in 
part 

Support 

Support 

Support 

Support with 
amendment 

existlng seawalls or potential new seawalls within the 
Commercial Port Area and an exception relating to sites 
within the Commercial Port Area is sought to enable 
these to be considered as either a controlled or 
discretionarv activitv. 
CentrePort supports the retention of this rule as it is 
appropriate to provide for some alteration to heritage 
structures as a permitted or restricted discretionary 
activity. However there is concern with the listing of three 
operational wharves and the restrictions that could 
potentially apply to reasonable future use and 
development. 
While CentrePort supports the rule it should be noted 
that Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterisland Wharf are, 
operationally redundant, and in the case of Waterloo 
Quay Wharf dilapidated. These wharves have minimal 
economic utility for Commercial Port Activity, and are 
likely to deteriorate and pose a health and safety risk. In 
addition Miramar Wharf also has limited utility. 

CentrePort supports the intent of the rule in providing for 
additions or alterations to structures inside the 
Commercial Port Area as a permitted activity but 
opposes (f) in relation to the Kaiwharawhara Stream 
estuarv. 
CentrePort supports the rule as worded in providing for 
additions or alterations to structures inside the 
Commercial Port Area. 
CentrePort supports the provision of a new structure 
associated with passenger handling (for the transfer of 
passengers, crews and other persons) or cargo handling 
and the associated use of the structure inside a 
Commercial Port Area as a permitted activitv. 
CentrePort supports rules concerning occupation of 
structures owned by a network utility operator and other 
structures. 
CentrePort supports the intent of the rule but considers 
the rule could be improved bv addino a note that it 

Retain Rules R168, R169, R170 and R171 in their currentform. 

Retain Rule R172 in its current form. 

Amend Rule R173 to remove reference to Kaiwharawhara Stream 
Estuary through its inclusion in Schedule F4 and subject to the 
change proposed to general conditlon (c). 

Retain Rule R174 in lts current form and subject to the change 
proposed to general condition (c). 

Retain Rule R175 in its current form and subject to the change 
proposed to general condition {c). 

Retain Rules R182, R183, and R184 in their current form. 

Amend Rules R185 and R186 to add a note excluding activity in 
the Commercial Port Area. 
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Rules R185 and 
R186 

117. General Support 
disturbance
activities Rule 
R189

118. New rule Amend 

119. Dredging Rules Support 
R202 and R203

120. Dumping of waste Amend
or other matter
Rule R212

121. Reclamation
drainage
R214

122. Reclamation
drainage
R215

and 
Rule 

and 
Rule 

Support with 
amendment 

Support 

excludes activity in the Commercial Port Area. 

CentrePort supports the disturbance of the foreshore or 
seabed from the clearance of a stormwater pipe in the 
coastal marine area as a permitted activity, noting 
specific inclusion of disturbance as required for port 
maintenance. 
Rule R202 allows Maintenance dredging outside a 
Commercial Port Area or navigation protection area as a 
controlled activity. There is no rule allowing maintenance 
Dredging within a Commercial Port Area or navigation 
protection area. 
CentrePort supports other dredging rules as worded. 

CentrePort considers Rule R212 should be amended to 
enable consideration of dredging related dumping within 
a scheduled site as a discretionary activity. Non 
complying activity status is not appropriate for legitimate 
port related dredging within the Commercial Port Area or 
a navloation orotection area. 
CentrePort supports Rule R214 in providing for 
reclamation and drainage for regionally significant 
infrastructure outside of sites of significance -
discretionary activity. 

The Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary is located in 
Schedule F4 as a coastal site. It runs between the 
Kaiwharawhara reclamation and the lnterislander vehicle 
and train manoeuvring areas. It is considered that there 
should be recognition of the potential conflict between 
the operation and maintenance of regionally significant 
infrastructure of the operational Port including the ferry 
and the values of the Estuary. 

Retain Rule R 189 in its current form. 

Insert a new rule providing for maintenance dredging within a 
Commercial Port Area or navigation protection area as a permitted 
activity. 

Retain Rules R202 and R203 in their current form. 

Amend Rule R212 to provide for dredging related deposition or 
dumping within a scheduled site as a discretionary activity. 

Amend Rule R214 as follows. 

Reclamation and drainage for regionally significant 
infrastructure activities outside a site or habitat identified in 
Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E4 (archaeological sites), 
Schedule F4 (coastal sites) unless located in the Commercial 
Port Area, Schedule F5 (coastal habitats) or Schedule J 
(geological features) in the coastal marine area, including any 
associated: 

Subject to the relief sought in relation to Rule 214 this Retain Rule R215 in its current form subject to the relief sought in 
rule is considered appropriate relation to Rule R214. 

Non complying activity status is not appropriate for 
legitimate port related works within the Commercial Port 
Area. 
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123. Destruction Rule Amend
R216

12Schedules '<, > ,', 
124. Schedule E2

125. Schedule F4: 
Ecosystems and 
habitats with 
significant 
indigenous 
ecosystems (Map 
19) 

126. Schedule K
Significant surf 
breaks Map 24

'%1�JMa'',, 
127. Map 9 Historic

Heritage wharves
and boatsheds

128. Map 19 
Ecosystems and 
habitats with 
significant 
indigenous 
ecosystems 

129. Map 24 Significant
surf breaks

130. Map 30
Hutt Valley aquifer
zone in Wellington

Oppose 
Part 

Oppose 
Part 

Clarify 

Amend 

Amend 

Clarify 

Oppose 

in 

in 

There is no definition or explanatory text around what 
the PNRP means by "destruction" as opposed to 
damage or disturbance. 

Either delete rule or 

Define "destruction" within the definitions section or within the 
context of the rule itself. 

CentrePort opposes the listing of three wharves being, Remove Miramar Wharf, Railway Wharf and Waterloo Quay Wharf 
Miramar Wharf, Railway Wharf {also known as from Schedule E2: Historic heritage (wharves and boatsheds). 
lnterislander Wharf) and Waterloo Wharf. Each should 
be subject to rules applying to non heritage structures 
and be available for Port or other related uses. 
Kaiwharawhara Stream is in Schedule 4. It runs between 
the reclamation and the lnterislander vehicle and train 
manoeuvring areas. It is considered that there should be 
recognition of the potential conflict between the 
operation and maintenance of regionally significant 
infrastructure of the operational Port and the values of 
the Stream. 
CentrePort is concerned about the level of uncertainty 
associated with the surfbreaks as listed in Schedule K 
and what potential adverse effects there may be. 

CentrePort opposes the listing of three wharves shown 
on Map 9 being, Miramar Wharf, Railway Wharf {also 
known as lnterislander Wharf) and Waterloo Wharf. 
Each should be subject to rules applying to non heritage 
structures and be available for Port or other related 
uses. 
Kaiwharawhara Stream is in Schedule 4. It runs between 
the reclamation and the lnterislander vehicle and train 
manoeuvring areas. It is considered that there should be 
recognition of the potential conflict between the 
operation and maintenance of regionally significant 
infrastructure of the operational Port and the values of 
the Stream. 
CentrePort is concerned about the level of uncertainty 
associated with the surfbreaks as listed in Schedule K 
and what ootential adverse effects there mav be. 
CentrePort opposes general condition Disturbance (c) as 
the increase in the area of the harbour covered by 
aauifer restriction will have imolications for leoitimate 

Either delete Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary from Schedule F4; or 
make provision in relevant rules for discretionary activity for Port 
related purposes. 

Clarification sought as to how the relevant policy will be applied. 

Remove Miramar Wharf, Railway Wharf and Waterloo Quay Wharf 
from Map 9: Historic heritage (wharves and boatsheds). 

Either delete Kaiwharawhara Stream estuary from Schedule F4; or 
make provision in relevant rules for discretionary activity for Port 
related purposes. 

Clarification sought as to how the relevant policy will be applied. 

Relief is sought by either: 
• deleting general condition (c) or
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131. 

132. 

Harbour 
Nicholson 

Map 

(Port 

32 
Commercial Port, 
Lambton Harbour 
Area and noise 
control lines -

Lambton Harbour 
Map49 

133. Map 50

Amend 

Amend 

Amend 

port work that ls otherwise permitted, and needs to be 
understood. Source reference material therefore needs 
to be made available. CentrePort's own investigations 
and many years of experience of seabed disturbance 
such as wharf piling have concluded that the area of the 
confined aquifer is of a much lesser extent. 

• refine Map 30 to more accurately reflect the extent of the
Aquifer or 

• Excluding the Commercial Port Area in the rule.

The Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) shown on Amend Map 32 so that the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern 
Map 32 should also have the overlay of Commercial Port Zone) shown on Map 32 is also overlain with the Commercial Port 
Area. Both wharves are currently utilised for Commercial Area notation. 
Port Activities. 

Amend the Navigation Protection Areas shown on Map Amend Map 49 as shown in attached Plan and include the 
49 to include berth approaches including at the finger Commercial Port Area as being a Navigation Protection Area. 
wharves (Kings and Glasgow etc). This is shown in the 
attachment at the end of these submissions. 
CentrePort has no objection in principle but has 
concerns with the lack of clarity in Map 50 and the 
related GIS information on http://mapping.gw.govt.nz . 
There are no useful heights provided as to the approach 
fans which is important in respect of Miramar and 
Burnham Wharves which are close to the airport and 
underneath the heiaht restrictions. 

Provide greater clarity on height restrictions in Map 50 and the 
related GIS information on http://mapping.gw.govt.nz 
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Navigational lanes within Port and Pilot Limits - Wellington Harbour 

From the termination of any track lines on the attached Pilotage Planning Chartlet, which show 

indicative harbour tracks, vessels will take final tracks to the nominated berth. These approach 

tracks will vary according to draft, wind direction and the side to the vessel will be berthed. 

The Harbour Tracks are recommended tracks only (Bylaws Schedule 6) and may be deviated from as 

required by the circumstances prevailing at the time. Their purpose is to put rigour into anti collision 

avoidance and ship passage management. 

The approach to the berth from the termination point of any track is to be considered a navigation 

zone in which ships will manoeuver as required. 
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Amendment to CentrePort Limited Submission on the Wellington Region Proposed Natural Resources Plan 

Section 5.7 Coastal Management Rules 

134 Omission: 

provision for 

activities/use of 

existing coastal 

structures 

Amend The Proposed Plan makes no apparent 

provision for activities in or on an existing 

structure or part of a structure (inside or 

outside the Commercial Port Area) or use of 

that structure, unless development of that 

structure is proposed (i.e. through Rules 

providing for additions and alterations to 

existing structures). As a consequence, it is 

unclear how a proposed new activity on or use 

of an existin structure would be considered. 

Provision for activities in or on an existing 

structure or use of that structure, similar to that 

provided under Rules 10 and 25 of the Operative 

Regional Coastal Plan. 



Proposed Natural Resources Plan: 

Submitter: 

CentrePort Properties Limited 

Submitter Number: 

S141 
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If you could gain an advantage please complete one of the following: 

D I/we are directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of my submission that adversely affects the 
environment and does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

D I/we are not directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of my submission that adversely affects the 
environment and does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Your submission 

NOTES 

In these submissions reference to; 

1. "CentrePort" means CentrePort Prope1iies Limited, and

2. "Lambton Harbour Area" includes reference to the Lambton Harbour (Northern Zone) area as
shown on Map 32



The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is {please specify the provision/ [g]1 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers the Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf are 
Objectives, policies and rules relating to submission: + presently unattractive, under utilised, and dilapidated. This situation is likely 
the development of Waterloo Quay Wharf to continue into the future. Unless these wharves are strengthened they 
and lnterlsland Wharf have minima! economic utility, and are likely to deteriorate and pose a health 

and safety risk. If the wharves were able to be strengthened and developed 
this would unlock the benefits of the1r strategic location including in relation 
to the Harbour Quays development, and the ability to create greater 
pedestrian and cycle linkages, commercial opportunities and improved 
amenities. Until such time as redevelopment may occur CentrePort seeks an 
appropriate planning framework that ensures it is able to continue to use 
these structures for Port Commercial uses. 

I seek the following CentrePort seeks amendment to the objectives, policies and rules relevant to 
decision from WRC the Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf to: 
(give precise details):U a) provide for the mixed use redevelopment of the Wharves, the

Coastal Marine Area around the Wharves and adjacent land
areas for retail, office, residential, short term
accommodation/hotel, food/beverage, marine and/or
pleasure/commercial boat facility activities, either as a complete
change of use or in combination with Port related activities; and

b) retain underlying provisions relating to port operations in the
Commercial Port Area, until such time as mixed use
redevelopment of the Wharves occurs and for as long as they
remain utilised for Port related activities. This could be achieved
by an overlay mechanism or similar; and

c) apply appropriate controls over the redevelopment of the
Wharves including such matters as building design and
envelopes (including height), provision for open space and
access, landscaping etc.

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [g]I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the definttion of Hard engineering in the Proposed 
Hard engineering• submission: + Natural Resources Plan. 

I seek the following Retain this definition in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details):+ CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [g]I wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my The term Maori customary use is very broadly defined. As CentrePort's 
Maori customary use submission: + wharves are located in the Coastal Marine Area, greater clarity is needed as 

to the activities that constitute Maori customary use. 

I seek the following The definition of Maori Customary use to be further refined to provide clarity 
decision from WRC as to the activities that fall within the term. 
(give precise details): 
+ CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to Qive effect to the decision souQh!. 



The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [gJ I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 0 I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the definition of Noise sensitive activities in the 
Noise sensitive activities submission: -+ Proposed Natural Resources Plan as it is necessary to recognise certain 

activities such as residential activities are more sensitive to noise. 

I seek the following Retain this definition in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [gjl wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort generally supports the definition of Port related activities in the 
Port related activities submission: -+ Proposed Natural Resources Plan because it is appropriate to separately 

identify port related activities in the policy and rule frameworks, but seeks the 
deletion of the last sentence of the definition as it is unnecessary. 

I seek the following Amend this definition by deleting the last sentence of the definition. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souaht. 
The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [g)i support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the definition of Port Noise Control Line in the Proposed 
Po rt Noise Control Line submission: -+ Natural Resources Plan because it is appropriate to identify the line at or 

beyond which the rule controlling the emission of noise from port related 
activities applies and where the noise from port related activiHes is 
monitored. 

I seek the following Retain th is deli nition in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souqht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [g)i support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 0 I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the definition of Reclamation in the Proposed Natural 
Reclamation submission: -+ Resources Plan so it is dear to all users of the plan that it means the 

creation of dry land. 

I seek the following Retain this definition in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souqht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this � I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+

01 oppose the provision relates to is (please specify the provision/ 
01 wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
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Reasons for my CentrePort supports the definition of Regionally Significant Infrastructure in 
Regionally significant infrastructure• submission: � the Proposed Natural Resources Plan because ll is appropriate to include 

reference to the Commercial Port Area. 

I seek the following Retain this definiUon in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souqht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this IZI I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision relates to is (please specify the provision/ 
section number): 01 wish to have the specific provision amended

Reverse sensitivity* 
Reasons for my CentrePort supports the definition of Reverse sensitivity in the Proposed 
submission: � Natural Resources Plan because it is appropriate to recognise the 

vulnerability of existing lawfully-established activities to other activities in the 
vicinity which are sensitive to adverse environmental effects. 

I seek the following Retain this definition in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this !8]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Sensitive activity* 
Reasons for my CentrePort supports the definition of SensiUve actlvity in lhe Proposed 
submission: � Natural Resources Plan because it is an inclusive definition capturing all 

activities which suffer should they experience adverse effects typically 
associated with some lawful activities. 

I seek the following Retain this definition in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessary, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission re[ates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 0 I support the provision 
Nalural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ !2J I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my The recreational values of the coastal marine area should be maintained and 
Objective 09: Recreational values submission: 7 enhanced where appropriate as this will not be everywhere in the coastal 

marine area. 
I seek the following CentrePort seeks amendment of the objective to refer to "where 
decision from WRC appropriate'. 
(give precise details): 
7 CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions or the Proposed Natura! Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ !8]1 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Objective 012: Benefits of regionally 
Reasons for my There is a concern that the Proposed Plan does not adequately recognise 
submission: � the benefits of commercial developments in the coastal marine area. 

significant infrastructure 

I seek the following The Plan should recognise the benefits of other commercial infrastructure 
decision from WRC and developments in the coastal marine area that are not regionally 
(give precise details}: significant infrastructure or renewable energy generation activities. 
� 

Amend Objective 012 as follows: 



•/¥ 

The social, economic, cultural and environmental benefits of regionally 
significant infrastructure. aAfl-renewable energy generation actlvities and 
new commercial development activities are recognised. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 18]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers that the objective needs to be amended so there is no 
Objective 053: Functional need in the submission: -+ inconsistency with Objective 057 which provides that use and development 
coastal marine area is appropriate in the Lambton Harbour Area when it is compatlble with its 

surroundings and the Central Area of Wellington City. 
I seek the following Amend Objective 053 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Use and development in the coastal marine area has a functional need or 
-+ operational requirement to be located there, unless the use and 

development is in the Lambton Harbour Area. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souoht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 0 I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Objective 054: Use and development in 
Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this objective. 
submission: -+ 

the coastal marine area 

I seek the following Retain Objective 054 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to aive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision ls: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this objective because it is appropriate 
Objective 056: New development in the submission: + to provide that new development is of a scale, density and design that is 
coastal marine area compatible with its location in the coastal environment. 

I seek the following Retain Objective 056 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [gll support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 0 I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Objective 057: Use and development in 
Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this objective because it is appropriate 
submission: -+ to enable use and development in the Lambton Harbour Area when it is 

Lambton Harbour Area compatible with its surroundings and the Central Area of Wellington City. 
I seek the following Retain Objective 057 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souaht. 
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submlssion on this r:gjl support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention ofthls objective as the Proposed Plan 
Objective 059: Passage of vessels and submission: -+ needs to ensure that the efficient and safe passage of vessels that support 
aircraft the movement of people, goods and services is provided for in the coastal 

marine 
area. 

I seek the following Retain Objective 059 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessarv, desirable, or aoorooriate to aive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Propo«ed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: -

The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to ls (please specify the provision/ r:gjl wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers that this provision is too restrictive, and does not take 
Policy P4: Minimising adverse effects submission: � into account the benefits of new use and development, and where there are 

alternative means of addressing adverse effects. 

I seek the following Amend Policy P4 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Where minimisation of adverse effects is required by policies in the Plan, 
� minimisation means reducing adverse effects of the activity to the greatest 

extent reasonably practicable and sl:lall IT@'. include: 

(a) consideration of alternative locations and methods for
undertaking the activity that would have less adverse effects, and

(b) where reasonably practicable, localing the activity away from
areas identified in Schedule A (outstanding water bodies),
Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E (historic heritage),
Schedule F (indigenous biodiversity), and

(c) timing the activity, or the adverse effects of the activity, to avoid
times of the year when adverse effects may be more severe, or
times when receiving environments are more sensitive to adverse
effects, and

(d) using good management practices for reducing the adverse
effects of the activity, and

(e) designing the activity so that the scale or footprint of the activity is
as small as practicable, where it is reasonably practicable to
minimise adverse effects on identified areas.

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souoht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this IZl I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 

01 oppose the provision relates to is (please specify the provision/ 
section number): 01 wish to have the specific provision amended

Policy PB: Beneficial activities 
Reasons for my This policy appropriately recognises that beneficial activities in the coastal 
submission: -+ marine environment include the maintenance and use of existing structures 

and the removal of dangerous or derelict structures. 
I seek the following Retain Policy PS in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessarv, desirable, or approoriate to oive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ r:gjl wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Policy P12: Benefits of regionally 
Reasons for my There is a concern that the Proposed Plan does not adequately recognise 
submission: -+ the benefits of other commercial developments in the coastal marine area. 

significant infrastructure and renewable 



electricity generation facilities I seek the following CentrePort seeks the amendment of this policy as follows: 
dec!sion from WRC 
(give precise details): The benefits of regionally significant infraslructure.--aoo renewable energy 

generation activities. and new commercial developments are recognised by 
having regard to: 
(a] the strategic integration of infrastructure and land use, and 
(b} the location of existing infrastructure and structures, and 
(c) the need for renewable energy generation activities to locate where
the renewable energy resources exist, and
(d) the functional need for port activities to be located within the coastal
marine area, and
(e) operational requirements associated with developing, operating,
maintaining and upgrading regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable energy generation activities.

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are· 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 
section number): 

Reasons for my 
Policy P24: Outstanding natural submission: � 
character 

l seek the following 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): 
� 

01 support the provision 
01 oppose the provision 
[811 wish to have the specific provision amended

CentrePort considers that this policy is too restrictive. As areas of 
outstanding natural character are yet to be identified, new use and 
development in the coastal marine area may be restricted by this policy if the 
area in which development is proposed is later identified as being one of 
outstanding natural character. If the policy is to be retained in its current 
form the areas of outstanding natural character should be identified on 
planning maps. 
Amend Policy P24 as follows: 

Identified areas of outstanding natural character in the coastal marine area 
will be 
preserved by: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
(e) 

avoiding
._adverse effects of activities on natural character in 

areas of the coastal marine area with outstanding natural 
character, and 
requiring use and development to be of a type, scale and intensity 
that will maintain the natural character values of the area, and 
requiring built elements to be subservient to the dominance of the 
characteristics and quallties that make up the natural character 
value of the area, and 
maintaining the high levels of naturalness of these areas, and 
avoiding. remedying or mitigating the adverse effects of activities, 
including those located outside the area, that individually or 
cumulatively detract from the natural character values of the 
outstanding natural character area. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternatlve relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souqht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 

The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

lgj I wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
Reasons for my This policy is inconsistent with policies that allow use and development in the 

Policy P27: High hazard areas submission: � Lambton Harbour Area, which is also a high hazard area by virtue of being in 
the coastal marine area. This policy should be amended to recognise that 
use and develooment is appropriate in the Lambton Harbour Area. 

I seek the following Amend Policy P27 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Use and development, including hazard mitigation methods, in high hazard 
7 areas shall be avoided except where: 

(a) they have a functional need or operational requirement or there is
no practicable alternative to be so located, and the risk lo the
development and/or residual risk after hazard mitigation
measures, assessed using a risk-based approach, is low, aoo Q[

(b) the use and develo�ment is in the Lambton Harbour Area, and
(c) the development does not cause or exacerbate natural hazards in
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other areas, and 
(d) interference with natural processes (coastal, fluvial and lacustrine

processes) is minimised, and
(e) natural cycles of erosion and accretion and the potential for

natural features to fluctuate in position over time, including
movements due to climate change and sea level rise, are taken
into account.

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [S'JI wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers that this provision to manage adverse effects in sites 
Policy P46: Managing adverse effects on submission: -+ with significant historic heritage values is generally appropriate, given that 
sites with significant historic heritage more than minor adverse effects on 'significant' historic heritage values are 
value to be avoided, remedied or mitigated. However, the listed outcomes may 

unduly constrain opportunities for otherwise appropriate redevelopment of 
historic heritaqe sites. 

I seek the following Amend Policy P46 so that the listed outcomes do not unduly constrain 
decision from WRC opportunities for otherwise appropriate redevelopment of historic heritage 
(give precise details): sites. 
-+ 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souqht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

� I wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
Reasons for my CentrePort considers that an amendment to Policy P47 is required so that it 

Policy P47: Appropriate demolition submission: -+ does not preclude appropriate redevelopment where the structures are 
derelict and redundant. 

I seek the following Amend Policy P4 7 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Demolition or removal of a structure with significant historic heritage value 
-+ identified in Schedule E1 (heritage structures), Schedule E2 (wharves and 

boatsheds), Schedule E3 (navigation aids), or Schedule E5 (freshwater 
heritage} ls inappropriate except where the structure is: 

(a} substantially damaged by fire or natural hazard, and 
(b} impracticable to repair.,.__Q[ 
(c) derelict and has no on-going functional or economic use in its

Qresent state and/or configuration.

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to r:iive effect to the decision souoht 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natura! Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on thls 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [S'JI wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Policy P132: Functional need and 
Reasons for my The requirement for there to be a functional need, or operational requirement 
submission: -+ or no reasonable or practical alternative to localing in the coastal marine 

efficient use area is too restrictive. These provisions unduly restrict appropriate use and 
development in the Lambton Harbour Area which would otherwise bring 
important economic, social or cultural benefits to central Wellinaton. 

I seek the following Amend Policy P132 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Use and development in the coastal marine area shall: 
-+ (a) have a function al need, or

(b) have an operational requirement to locale within the coastal
marine area, and no reasonable or practicable alternative to
locating in the coastal marine area, or

(c} be located in the Lambton Harbour Area, or 
(d) for any other activity, it shall have no reasonable or practicable

alternative to locating in the coastal marine area,
and in respect of (a), (b) and (c):



(e) only use the minimum area necessary, and
(fj be made available for public or multiple use where appropriate,

and 
(g) result in the removal of structures once redundant, and
(h) concentrate in locations where similar use and development

already exists where practicable.

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative rellef as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or aoorooriate to Qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � D1 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [2]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers that this provision places an unduly onerous obligation 
Policy P133: Recreational values submission: � on developers to provide for recreational opportunities. 

I seek the following Amend Policy P133 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): The adverse effects of use and development in the coastal marine area on 
� recreational values shall be managed where practicable by providing for a 

diverse range of recreational opportunities while avoiding confllcts and safety 
issues. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to Qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Propo"'-ed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are· � 

The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this D1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � DI oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [2J I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my WRC should develop the content of appropriate controls to maintain visual 
Policy P134: Public open space values submission: � amenity instead of relying upon the provisions contained in any bordering 
and visual amenity territorial authorities' proposed and/or operative district plan. 

I seek the following CentrePort seeks the amendment of Policy P134 to delete the reference to 
decision from WRC "having particular regard to any relevant provisions contained in any 
(give preclse details): bordering territorial authorities' proposed and/or operative drstrict plan.' and 
� seeks the development of appropriate (including site specific) controls or 

guidelines. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to oive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [2]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � D1 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this policy as it is necessary to avoid 
Policy P135: Safe passage submission: � inappropriate use and development in navigation protection areas, 

I seek the following Retain Policy P135 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are· 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this DI support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is; � DI oppose the provision 
relates to is {please specify the provision/ [2]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort seeks that the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) is 
Policy P136: Hutt Valley aquifer zone in subm[sslon; � removed from the Hutt Valley aquifer zone. The aquifer zone is too 
Wellington Harbour (Port Nicholson) extensive and the restrictions that flow from its identification can only be 

justified where they are supported by robust science, 
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I seek the following Retain Policy P136 in its current form. 
decision from WRC Remove the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) from the Hutt Valley 
(give precise details): aquifer zone. 
-t, 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or approoriate to aive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -t- 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [gjl wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my This policy is unduly restrictive of potential new use and development in the 
Policy P139: Seawalls submission: -t- coastal marine area. 

I seek the following Amend Policy 139 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): The construction of a new seawall is generally inappropriate except where 
-t, the seawall is required to protect: 

(a) existing, or upgrades to, infrastructure, reclaimed land or
structures or

(b) new regionally significant infrastructure,
and in respect of (a) and (b):

(c) there is no reasonable or practicable alternative means, and
(d) it is suitably located, designed and certified by a qualified,

professional engineer, and
(e) designed to incorporate the use of soft engineering options where

appropriate.

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this Ot support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -t- 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

181 I wish to have the specific provision amended section number): 

Policy P142: Lambton Harbour Area 
Reasons for my CentrePort supports provision for appropriate use and development in the 
submission: -t- lambton Harbour Area, but seeks amendments to the proposed policy. 

I seek the following Amend policy P1420) to state: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): has particular regard to provisions, including design guides, contained in the 
-t, Wellington City District Plan and any relevant proposed plan changes or 

variations, including the following matters: amenity values; noise and 
vibration; views; traffic; wind; lighting and glare: sunlight and shading; height, 
bulk and form; and urban design, excegt in the case of use and develogment 
in the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone): 

{CentrePort seeks an appropriate height limit(s) be identified and imposed 
that reflects what can currently occur in this area or what can reasonably be 
anticipated for redevelopment of the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern 
Zone). 

CentrePort also seeks reasonable building envelopes and provision for site 
coverage and other controls that are appropriate for this location.] 

CentrePort will provide further details regarding the controls it seeks through 
the planning process. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or aoorooriate to oive effect to the decision souoht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [gjl wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 



�--
Reasons for my

Policy P145: Reclamation, drainage and submission: � 
destruction 

l seek the following 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): 
� 

CentrePort considers that this provision is too restrictive. Reclamation, 
drainage and destruction within the coastal marine area should not be limited 
to that associated with regionally significant infrastructure where there are no 
locations outside of the coastal marine area and no practical alternative 
methods for providing the activity. The Proposed Plan needs to recognise 
that other commercial developments in the coastal marine area can bring 
important economic, social or cultural benefits, and that reclamation, 
drainage or destruction may be needed in order to provide for those 
activities. 
Amend Policy P145 as follows: 

Reclamation, drainage or destruction in the coastal marine area shall be 
avoided except where: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

the reclamation, drainage or destruction is associated with the 
development, operation, maintenance and upgrade of regionally 
significant infrastructure fb} and there are no other locations 
outside the coastal marine area for the activity associated with 
the reclamation, drainage or destruction, Q[ 

the reclamation, drainage or destruction is associated with 
am1ro1:1riate use and develo1:1ment in the Lambton Harbour Area 
(Northern Zone}; and 
there are no practicable alternative methods of providing for the 
associated activity. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18']1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this policy so the general conditions as 
Policy P150: Noise and lighting submission: � set out in section 5.7.2 of the Plan apply or by adopting the best practicable 

option lo ensure that the emission of noise does not exceed a reasonable 
level. 

J seek the following Retain Policy P150 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souQht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

[gj I wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
Reasons for my There is no reference to the General Conditions in Section 5.7 .2 which state 

Rule R146: Geotechnical investigation submission: � that there shall be no disturbance below 0.5m within the Hutt Valley aquifer 
bores - permitted activity zone. CentrePort's Wate�oo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf are both 

located within the aquifer zone. This will have implications on any 
developments because the bore depth will be restricted. 
CentrePort is also concerned that there is insufficient justification for the 
restriction generally and that the delineation of the extent of the restriction ls 
arbitrary 

I seek the following The Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) should be removed from the 
decision from WRC Hutt Valley aquifer zoneand/or that the provision be amended to address the 
(give precise details): issue raised in the submission. 
� 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this DI support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

[gj I wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
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Reasons for my There is no reference to the General Conditions in Section 5.7 .2 which 
Rule R1 47 : Dril l ing, construction or submission : -+ states that there shall be no disturbance below 0.5m within Hutt Valley 
a lteration of any bore - controlled aquifer zone. Waterloo Quay Wharf and l nter lsland Wharf are both located 
activity within the aquifer zone. This wil l  have impl ications on any developments 

because the bore depth wil l  be restricted. 
CentrePort is also concerned that there is insufficient justification for the 
restriction generally and that the delineation of the extent of the restriction is 
arbitrary 

I seek the following The Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) should be removed from the 
decision from WRC Hutt Val ley aquifer zone and/or that the provisionbe amended to address the 
(give precise details) : issue raised in the submission. 
-+ 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative rel ief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provis ions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that th is subm ission re lates to are:  
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this DI  support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

� I wish to have the spedfic provision amendedsection number): 
Reasons for my There is no reference to the General Conditions i n  Section 5 .7 .2 which 

Rule R148 :  Dril l ing, construction or submission: -+ states that there shall be no disturbance below 0.5m within the Hutt Valley 
a lteration of any bore - discretionary aquifer zone. Waterloo Quay Wharf and l nterlsland Wharf a re both located 
activity with in the aqu ifer zone. This wi l l have implications on any developments 

because the bore depth will be restricted . 
CentrePort is also concerned that there is insufficient justification for the 
restriction generally and that the delineation of the extent of the restriction is 
arbitrary 

I seek the following The Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) should be removed from the 
decision from WRC Hutt Valley aquifer zone and/or that the provision be amended to address 
(give precise detai ls) : the issue raised in the submission . 
-+ 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative rel[ef as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or aooroori ate to aive effect to the decision souQht. 

The specific provis i ons of the P roposed Natu ral Resou rces P lan that th is subm ission relates to are :  
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this Or support the provision 
Natu ral Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ Ot oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ IZ] I  wish to have the specific provision amended
section number) :  

Coasta l management general conditions: 
Reasons for my Sub-section (c) states that there is to be no disturbance of the foreshore and 
submission : -+ seabed to a depth greater than 0.5m below the seabed and foreshore with in 

Disturbance (a) - (d ) the Hutt Valley aquifer zone as shown on Map 30. The entirety of Well ington 
Harbour has been designated as an aquifer zone, i ncluding CentrePort's two 
wharves Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf. This l imitation wil l  
restrict any developments of  CentrePort's wharves. 
CentrePort is also concerned that there is insufficient justification for the 
restriction general ly and that the delineation of the extent of the restriction is 
arbitrary 

I seek the fol lowing The Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) should be removed from the 
decision from WRC Hutt Val ley aqu ifer zone and/or that the provision be amended to address 
(give precise detail s): the issue raised i n  the submission . 
-+ 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to Qive effect to the decision souQht. 

The specific provi s i ons of the Proposed Natu ra l  Resou rces Plan that th is  submission re lates to are:  
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this IZ]I support the provision 
Natu ral Resources Plan that my submission provision is : -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01  wish to have the specific provision amended
section number) :  

Coastal management general conditions: 
Reasons for my The minimum performance standards in the Lambton Harbour Area 
submission: -+ (Northern Zone) for habitable buildings contain ing noise sensitive activities 

Noise in the coastal marine area (p) - (t) should be the same as those in the Commercial Port Area. 

I seek the following 
decision from WRC 
(give precise detai ls) : Retain provisions for noise in current form. 
-+ 

CentrePort seeks such further, conseQuential or alternative relief as may be 



I necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this �I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule as it is appropriate to provide 
Rule R149: Maintenance or repair of submission: � for some maintenance and repair as a permitted activity. 
structures - permitted activity 

I seek the following Retain Rule R149 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to oive effect to the decision souqht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this �I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -t- 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule as it is appropriate to provide 
Rule R150: Minor additions or alterations submission: -t- for some maintenance and repair as a permitted activity. 
to structures - permitted activity 

I seek the following Retain Rule R150 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to Qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The speciffc provision of the Proposed My submission on this �I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 0 I oppose the provision 
relates lo is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule. 
Rule R151: Additions or alterations to submission: � 
structures - controlled activity 

I seek the following Retain Rule R151 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to c:iive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this �I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule. 
Rule R152: Removal or demolition of submission: -t-
structures or part of a structure -
permitted activity 

I seek the following Retain Rule R152 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessary, desirable, or aooropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are· . 

The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to ls (please specify the provision( 18]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers when determining if removal or demolition of a 
Rule R153: Removal or demolition ofa submission: � structure is appropriate consideration should also be given to the purpose 
structures or part of a structure - and benefits of the removal or demolition. 
restricted discretionary activity 

I seek the followina CentrePort seeks the followina additional matters of discretion: 
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decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Removal or demolition is for the purpose of appropriate development in the 
+ Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone}; 

Positive effects on the Lambton Harbour Area. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [g]I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule to enable temporary structures. 
Rule R154: New temporary structures submission: + 
outside sites of significance - permitted 
activity 

I seek the following Retain Rule R154 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
{give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
+ necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ [g]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers when determining if new temporary structures are 
Rule R155: New temporary structures- submission: + appropriate consideration should also be given to the purpose and benefits 
restricted discretionary activity of them. 

I seek the following CentrePort seeks the following additional matters of discretion: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): New temporary structure is for the purpose of appropriate development in 
+ the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone); 

Positive effects on the lambton Harbour Area. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [g]I support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is {please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number}: 

Rule R161: New structures, additions or 
Reasons for my CentrePort supports a discretionary activity rule to enable applications for 
submission: + new structures, or additions or alterations to existing structures. 

alterations to structures outside sites of 
significance - discretionary activity CentrePort considers the Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf 

are,operationally redundant, and in the case of Waterloo Quay Wharf 
dilapidated. These wharves have minimal economic utility for Commercial 
Port Activity, and are likely to deteriorate and pose a health and safety rlsk. If 
the wharves were able to be redeveloped this would unlock the benefits of 
their strategic location including in relation to the Harbour Quays 
development area and the rest of the Lambton Harbour Area, facilitate 
appropriate commercial development and enhance the ability to create 
improved pedestrian and cvcle linkaqes. 

I seek the following Retain Rule 161 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision sought. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natura! Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: + 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is {please specify the provision/ [g]I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 



Reasons for my This provision should be amended so that it applies to redevelopment of the 
Rule R163 :  Replacement of structure or submission: 7 wharves Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) . 
parts of structures - permitted activity 

I seek the fol lowing This provision should be amended so that 11 applies to redevelopment of the 
decision from WRC wharves i n  the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) . 
(give precise details): 
7 CentrePort seeks such further, consequenti al or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to aive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provis ions of the Proposed Natu ra l  Resources Plan that this submiss ion relates to are:  
The specific provision of  the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is : 7 01  oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ ['g] I  wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number) :  

Reasons for my CentrePort supports a restricted discretionary activity rule to enable 
Rule R1 64: Rep lacement of structures - submission: 7 appl ications for replacement of structures . 
restricted d iscretionary activity 

CentrePort considers the Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf 
are,operationally redundant, and in the case of Waterloo Quay Wharf 
dilapidated . These wharves have minimal economic uti l i ty for Commercial 
Port Activity, and are l ikely to deteriorate and pose a health and safety risk. If 
the wharves were able to be redeveloped th is would unlock the benefits of 
their strategic location including in relation to the Harbour Quays 
development area and the rest of the Lambton Harbour Area, facilitate 
appropriate commercial development and enhance the abil ity to create 
improved pedestrian and cycle l inkages. 

I seek the following Delete the reference in condition (f) to Schedule E1  (heritage structures). 
decision from WRC 
(give precise detai ls) : CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessarv, desirable, or aoorooriate to aive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specifi c  prov is ions of the Proposed Natural Resou rces P lan that this submiss ion relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submisslon on this l8]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: 7 01  oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number) :  

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention o f  this rule as the Proposed P lan should 
Rule R1 66 :  Seawalls outside sites of submission : 7 enable appl ications for seawalls as discretlonary activities as sometimes this 
significance - discretionary activity is necessary to support appropriate developments . 

I seek the following Reta in Rule R166 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details) : CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative rel ief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific prov is ions of the P roposed Natu ral Resou rces Plan that this submission relates to are : 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: 7 01  oppose the provision 
rel ales to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number) :  

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of th is rule as it is appropriate to provide 
Rule R1 68: Alteration of structures submission: 7 for some alteration to heritage structures as a permitted activity. 
identified in Schedu le  E2 or Schedule E3 
- permitted activity

I seek the fol lowing Retain Rule R1 68 in  its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give preci se detai ls) : CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
� necessarv, desirable, or aooropriate to aive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provi s ions of the P roposed Natu ra l Resou rces P lan that th is subm iss ion re lates to are : 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resou rces Plan that my submission provision is: 7 0 1  oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ ['g]I wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number) :  

Reasons for my CentrePort considers when determin ing if additions or alterations to heritage 
Rule R169:  Additions or  alterations to submission: 7 structures are appropriate consideration should also be given to the purpose 
structures identified i n  Schedule E1 and and benefits of  the additions and alterations. 
or Schedule E2 - restricted discretionary
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activity I seek the following CentrePort seeks the following additional matters of discretion: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Whether or not the additions or alterations are for the purpose of appropriate 
-+ development in the lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone); 

Positive effects on the Lambton Harbour Area. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule to enable additions or 
Rule R171: Additions or alterations to submission: -+ alterations to heritage structures. 
structures identified in Schedule E1, 
Schedule E2 or Schedule E3 - CentrePort considers the Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf are 
discretionary activity operationally redundant and in the case of Waterloo Quay Wharf dilapidated. 

These wharves have minimal economic utility for Commercial Port Activity, 
and are likely to deteriorate and pose a health and safety risk. Until the 
wharves are able to be redeveloped the ability to effect additions and 
alterations remains .. 

I seek the following Retain Rule R171 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souQhl. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are· 
The specific provision of the Proposed 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 
section number): 

Rule R172: Removal, demolition or 
replacement of a structure or part of a 
structure identified in Schedule E1, 
Schedule E2 or Schedule E3 -
discretionary activity 

My submission on this 
provision is: -+

Reasons for my 
submission: -+

I seek the following 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): 
-+ 

18]1 support the provision 
01 oppose the provision 
01 wish to have the specific provision amended

CentrePort supports the retention of this rule. 

CentrePort considers the Waterloo Quay Wharf and lnterlsland Wharf 
are.operationally redundant, and in the case of Waterloo Quay Wharf 
dilapidated. These wharves have minimal economic utility for Commercial 
Port Activity, and are likely to deteriorate and pose a health and safety risk. If 
the wharves were able to be redeveloped this would unlock the benefits of 
their strategic location including in relation to the Harbour Quays 
development area and the rest of the Lambton Harbour Area, facilitate 
appropriate commercial development and enhance the ability to create 
improved pedestrian and cycle linkages. 
Retain Rule R172 in its current form. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 18]1 wish to have the specific provlsion amended 
section number): 

Rule R173: Additions or alterations to 
Reasons for my CentrePort considers it is appropriate that specified additions or alterations 
submission: -+ to structures inside the Commercial Port Area are permitted activities to 

structures inside the Commercial Port facilitate the ongoing efficient operation of the Port. For the avoidance of 
Area - permitted activity doubt, this includes application of permitted activity rules to the Waterloo 

Quay Wharf and the Inter.Island Wharf (also known as the Railway Wharf) in 
the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) for as long as they remain 
utilised for port eperations. 

I seek the following Retain Rule R173 in its current form, or amend to be consistent with Rules 6, 
decision from WRC 10, and 12 in Section 6.3 of the Operative Regional Coastal Plan. 
(give precise details): 
-+ CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to Qive effect to the decision souoht. 



The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 18]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers it is appropriate that specified additions or alterations 
Rule R174: Additions or alterations to submission: -+ to structures inside the Commercial Port Area are controlled activilies to 
structures inside the Commercial Port facilitate the ongoing efficient operation of the Port. For the avoidance of 
Area - controlled activity doubt, this includes application of controlled activity rules to the Waterloo 

Quay Wharf and the lnler-lsland Wharf (also known as the Railway Wharf) in 
the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone) for as long as they remain 
utilised for oort ooerations. 

I seek the following Retain Rule R174 in its current form, or amend to be consistent wilh Rule 13 
decision from WRC in Section 6.3 of the Operative Regional Coaslal Plan. 
(give precise details): 

CenlrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relfef as may be 
necessary, desirable, or aoorooriate to aive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on !his 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports controlled activity status for the renewal of existing 
Rule R183: Renewal of existing resource submission: -+ resource consents for occupation of space by structures given the significant 
consents for occupation of space by investment in such structures and the operations they support. 
structures - controlled activity 

I seek the following Retain Rule R183 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or aoorooriate to Qive effect lo the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers discretionary activity status is appropriate for 
Rule R184: Occupation of space - submission: -+ occupation of space in the coastal marine area which is otherwise not 
discretionary activity permitted. 

I seek the following Retain Rule R184 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequenUal or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souQht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule 
Rule R186: General surface water and submission: -+
foreshore activities - restricted 
discretionary 

I seek the following 
decision from WRC Retain Rule R186 in its current form. 
(give precise details): 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 18]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 
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Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule. 
Rule R196: Motor vehicles - permitted submission: -+
activity 

I seek the following Retain Rule R196 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or aooropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

. . . .  The spec1f1c prov1s1ons of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that thts subm1ss1on relates to are· 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 12]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers the amendment of this rule is appropriate to allow for 
Rule R197: Motor vehicles for certain submission: -+ use and development in the Lambton Harbour Area. 
purposes - permitted activity 

I seek the following Amend Rule R197 as follows: 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): The disturbance of the foreshore or seabed from motor vehicles in the 
-+ coastal marine area, for the following purposes: 

(a) surf I �esaving operations, or
(b) emergency situations, including firefighting, oil spills, rescue

operations, salvage of vessels and marine mammal strandings, or
(c) local authority activities, including law enforcement, or
(d} the maintenance, upgrade and operatlon of regionally significant

infrastructure or 
(e} use and deveio12ment in the Lambton Harbour Area {Northern 

Zone). 
is a permitted activity, provided the following conditions are met: 

(f) the vehicle shall take the most direct route, and shall only operate
within the area necessary to carry out the activity to ensure
minimal disturbance to the foreshore or seabed, and

(g} the activity shall comply with the coastal management general 
conditions specmed above in Section 5.7.2. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative rellef as may be 
necessary, desirable, or aopropriate to p ive effect to the decision sou a ht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this subm1ss1on relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 12]1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ DI wish to have the specific provision amended
section number}: 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule because at times ii is 
Rule R204: Destruction, damage or submission: -+ necessary for sites to be disturbed or damaged to facilitate development. 
disturbance outside sites of significance 
- discretionary activity

I seek the following Retain Rule R204 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to qive effect to the decision souahl. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The speclfic provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 12]1 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Rule R214: Reclamation and drainage for 
Reasons for my CentrePort considers this rule should be amended to provide for appropriate 
submission: -+ development in the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone). 

regionally significant infrastructure 
outside of sites of significance -
discretionary activity I seek the following Amend Rule R214 as follows: 

decision from WRC 
(give precise details): Reclamation and drainage for regionally significant infrastructure 
-+ activities and develo12ment inside the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern 

Zone) outside a slle or habitat identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), 
Schedule E4 {archaeological sites), Schedule F4 (coastal sites), Schedule 
F5 (coastal 
habitats) or Schedule J (geological features} in the coastal marine area, 
including any associated: 

(a) occupation of space in the common marine and coastal area, and
(bl destruction of the foreshore or seabed, and



(c) disturbance of the foreshore or seabed, and
(d} deposition in, on or under the foreshore or seabed, and
(e) discharge of contaminants, and
(ij diversion of open coastal water

is a discretionary activity. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or aooropriate to give effect to the decision souahl. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ [8l I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 0 I wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers reclamation and drainage should be assessed as 
Rule R215: Reclamation and drainage - submission: -+ discretionary activity not non-complying. 
non-complying activity 

I seek the following Delete Rule R215. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CenlrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or aoorooriate to aive effect to the decision souahl. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ (gl1 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort considers destruction of the foreshore and seabed should be 
Rule R216: Destruction - non-complying submission: -+ assessed as discretionary activity not non-complying. 
activity 

I seek the following Delete Rule R215. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submlssion on thls [8l1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submisslon provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this rule as appropriate planting should 
Rule R217: Planting - permitted activity submission: -+ be enabled under the Proposed Plan. 

I seek the following Retain Rule R217 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or aoorooriate to aive effect to the decision souoht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this (gl1 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended 
section number): 

Reasons for my CenlrePort supports the retention of this rule because if the permitted activity 
Rule R218: Planting -discretionary submission: -+ standards cannot be complied with then planting should be assessed as a 
activity discretionary activity. 

I seek the following Retain Rule R218 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souahl. 
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this [ZJI support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 01 wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the retention of this method. 
Method M23: Archaeological discovery submission: -+ 
protocols 

I seek the fol lowing Retain Method 23 in its current form. 
decision from WRC 
(give precise details): CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
-+ necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are· 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

lZl I wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
Reasons for my It does not appear that the Inter-Island (Railway) Wharf and the Waterloo 

Schedules C, F4, F5, and J submission: -+ Quay Wharf are identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule F4 
(coastal sites), and Schedule J (geological). It is not clear whether the 
wharves are listed in Schedule F5 (coastal habitats) as these areas are not 
mapped. If the wharves are included in any of these schedules then 
CentrePort considers they should be removed. 

l seek the following Remove Railway Wharf and Waterloo Quay Wharf and the underlying and 
decision from WRC adjacent coastal marine area from Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule F4 
(give precise details): (coastal sites), Schedule F5 (coastal habitats), and Schedule J (geological), 
-+ and all associated maps if these are considered to apply to the wharves. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision soua ht 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The speclfic provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 01 oppose the provision 
rel ates to is {please specify the provision/ 

lZI I wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
Reasons for my CentrePort considers that development of the Inter-Island (Railway) Wharf 

Schedule E: Sites with significant submission: -+ and the Waterloo Quay Wharf is appropriate, particularly as these are 
historic heritage values located in the Lamb!on Harbour Area (Northern Zone) and Commercial Port 

Area. 
I seek the following Remove Railway Wharf and Waterloo Quay Wharf from Schedule E2: 
decision from WRC Historic heritage (wharves and boa!sheds) and all associated maps. 
(give precise details): 
-+ CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or al!ernative relief as may be 

necessarv, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natura! Resources Plan that this submission relates to are: 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: -+ 0 I oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ 

lZI I wish to have the specific provision amendedsection number): 
Reasons for my CentrePort considers that if the amendment to remove the Inter-Island 

Schedule E: Sites with significant submission: -+ (Railway) Wharf and the Waterloo Quay Wharf from Schedule E2 is not 
historic heritage values achieved, the descriptions of these wharves need to be amended as they 

currently overstate the historical significance of the wharves. 

I seek the following !f Railway Wharf and Waterloo Quay Wharf are not removed from Schedule
decision from WRC E2: Historic Heritage (wharves and boatsheds) then:
(give precise details): 
-+ Amend the 'Significant values" description of Railway Wharf to read: 

'Railway Wharf is a structure of some historic significance value, as the 
second deep-water wharf built in Wellington, and with a long and varied 
history as trading ship berthage, a coal wharf, and later as an inter-island 
ferry terminal.' 



Amend the 'Significant values' description of Waterloo Quay Whart to read 

'Waterloo Quay Whart is a structure of some antiquity and AistefiG 
sigAifisaAse heritage value, based mainly on its 19th and 20th century uses.' 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souqht. 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan that this submission relates to are· 
The specific provision of the Proposed My submission on this 01 support the provision 
Natural Resources Plan that my submission provision is: � 01 oppose the provision 
relates to is (please specify the provision/ !2J I wish to have the specific provision amended
section number): 

Reasons for my CentrePort supports the inclusion of the area surrounding and including the 
Map 32: Commercial port, Lambton submission: � Waterloo Quay Whart and the Inter-Island Whart {also known as the Railway 
Harbour Area & noise control lines - Wharf) in the Lambton Harbour Area (Northern Zone), but also seeks to 
Lambton Harbour apply the Commercial Port Area to the wharves for as long as they remain 

utilised for port operations 

I seek the following Retain the incorporation of the Waterloo Quay Whart and the Inter-Island 
decision from WRC Wharf {also known as the Railway Whart) in the Lambton Harbour Area 
(give precise details): (Northern Zone). 

Add the Commercial Port Area as an overlay on the Waterloo Quay Whart 
and the Inter-Island Whart (also known as the Railway Whart) and adjoining 
areas. 

CentrePort seeks such further, consequential or alternative relief as may be 
necessary, desirable, or appropriate to give effect to the decision souaht. 

If you have more submissions you wish to make, please find more boxes at the bottom of this document 
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Monica Seevens 

From: Regional Plan 
Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Tuesday, 20 October 2015 11:29 a.m. 
Caroline Ammundsen; Records 
Regional Plan 

Subject: FW: Proposed Natural Resources Plan 

Hey Caro and Records, 
Please see below an update required on the CentrePort Properties Ltd submission. I have replied and acknowledged 
we will incorporate change (but not sure how to do this), whether to attach it to their original submission document 
so that the two sit side by side. I am guessing this may have been updated in Spoken. Any questions please ask. 
Thanks Sam 

From: Regional Plan 
Sent: Tuesday, 20 October 2015 11:23 a.m. 
To: Neville Hyde; Regional Plan 
Cc: Nigel Corry; Andrew Beatson; Nick Wareham 
Subject: RE: Proposed Natural Resources Plan 

Neville, thank you very much for your email. We will ensure that the information you have provided below replaces 
what is currently entered in our system. If there is any uncertainty or clarification required we will contact you 
further. 
Kind regards Sam 

Sam Wren I Team Administrator, People and Customer 
GREATER WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL 
Te Pane Matua Taiao 

Shed 39, 2 Fryatt Quay, Plpitea, Wellington 6011 I PO Box 11646, Manners St, Wellington 6142 
T: 04 830 4032 

www.gw.govt.nz 
Hours: Monday to Friday 10am to 2pm 

From: Neville Hyde [mailto:Neville.Hyde@centreport.co.nz] 
Sent: Tuesday, 20 October 2015 9:41 a.m. 
To: Regional Plan 
Cc: Nigel Corry; Andrew Beatson; Nick Wareham 
Subject: Proposed Natural Resources Plan 

In reviewing our submission on the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the purpose of addressing material for 
presentation at a future submission hearing, we have noted an error in our requested decision relative to "Rule 
R164:Replacement of structures - restricted discretionary activity". 

Whilst the submission correctly details the reasons for the submission on R164 the decision sought by Centre Port 
Properties Ltd incorrectly refers "Delete the reference in condition (f) to Schedule El (heritage structures)" and 
should read "Delete the reference in condition (f) to Schedule E2 (wharves and boatsheds)" In all other respects 
the submission remains unchanged. 

We would appreciate your acceptance of this correction to our submission and for the notified summary of 
submissions to contain the corrected outcome sought by CentrePort Properties Ltd. 
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Regards 

Neville Hyde I Corporate Advisor 

CENTREPORT PROPERTIES LIMITED, HINEMOA STREET, PO BOX 794, WELLINGTON 6140, NEW ZEALAND 
PH +64 4 495 3800 I F/lX +64 4 495 3820 I DOI +64 4 495 3855 I CELL +64 29 200 34711 www.centreport.co.nz 

sdfe 

We wefcome you to take a virtual tour of CentrePort Wellington 

This email message and any attachments contain information that is CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying 
of the message or attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email message in error please notify itadmin@centreport.co.nz 
immediately and erase all copies of the message and attachments. 
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
 
 
 
Submitter ID:  
File No: 
 
 
 
 

Further Submission 
 

on Proposed Natural Resources 
Plan for the Wellington Region 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991.  
Please complete this form to make a further submission on the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region (PNRP). All 
sections of this form need to be completed for the submission to be accepted.  
A further submission may only be made by a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest, or a person that has an 
interest in the PNRP greater than the interest that the general public has, or the Wellington Regional Council itself. A further 
submission must be limited to a matter in support of, or in opposition to, a submission made on the PNRP. 
 
 
For information on making a further submission see the Ministry for the Environment website: 
www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/rma/everyday-guide-rma-making-submission-about-proposed-plan-or-plan-change 
 
 
Return your signed further submission to the Wellington Regional Council by post or email by 5pm Tuesday 29 March 2016 to:  
Greater Wellington Regional Council Regionalplan@gw.govt.nz  
Further Submission on Proposed Natural Resources Plan       
for the Wellington Region       
Freepost 3156       
PO Box 11646       
Manners Street       
Wellington 6142       
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

	  

FORM 6: FURTHER SUBMISSION FORM 
 
This is a further submission in support of, or opposition to, a submission on the PNRP.  
A. DETAILS OF FURTHER SUBMITTER 
 

FULL NAME 

 
ORGANISATION (* the organisation that this submission is made on behalf of) 

CentrePort Limited   
ADDRESS FOR SERVICE (INCLUDING POSTCODE)   

PO Box 794 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand

 
 
PHONE FAX 

04 495 3858   
 

EMAIL 
william.woods@centreport.co.nz

  
 .  

Only certain people may make further submissions 
 

Please tick the option that applies to you:  
I am a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest; or   
I am a person who has an interest in the PNRP that is greater than the interest the general public has.  

 
Specify below the grounds for saying that you are within the category you have ticked. 

CentrePort Limited has an interest as a landowner and occupier in respect of existing and future port infrastructure which is 
potentially affected (directly or indirectly) by the relevant submissions; and 
In respect of many submissions, CentrePort Limited made an original submission on matters raised or affected by those 
submissions.

 
 
Service of your further submission  
Please note that you must serve a copy of this further submission on the original submitter no later than five working days after 
this further submission has been provided to Wellington Regional Council.  
If you have made a further submission on a number of original submissions, then copies of your further submission will need to be served 
on each original submitter. 
 
 

Signature:  Date:  
 

Signature of person making further submission or person authorised to sign on behalf of person making the further submission. A 
signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic means.  

 
 

Please note  
All information contained in a further submission under the Resource Management Act 1991 becomes public information. All 
further submissions will be put on our website and will include all personal details included in the further submission. 

 
B. APPEARANCE AT HEARING 

 
Please select from the following: 



	  

	  

 
I do not wish to be heard in support of my further submission; or   
I do wish to be heard in support of my further submission; and, if so,   
I would be prepared to consider presenting this further submission in a joint case with others making a similar further 
submission at any hearing.  
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Please enter further submission points in the table on the following pages  

C. FURTHER SUBMISSION POINTS 
 
Please complete the following table with details of which original submission points you support and/or oppose, and why, adding further rows as necessary.  
Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 
 
Name of person/ 
group making 
original submission 
and postal address. 

Original 
submission 
number 
 
The original 
submission 
number can 
be found on 
the submitter 
address list. 

Position 
 
Whether you 
support or 
oppose the 
submission. 

Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 
 
Indicate which parts of 
the original submission 
(which submission points) 
you support or oppose, 
together with any 
relevant PNRP provisions. 

Reasons 
 
Why you support 
or oppose each 
submission point. 

Relief sought 
 
The part or whole of 
each submission point 
you wish to be allowed 
or disallowed. 

e.g. 
Joanne Bloggs 
12 Pine Tree Avenue 
Redwood 

e.g. 
submitter S102 

e.g. 
Oppose 

e.g. 
Oppose all of submission point 
S102/41 

e.g. 
The submission point does 
not recognise… 

e.g. 
Disallow the parts of S102/41 
relating to… 

2. Interpretation 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 
Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S85 Support  Support in part submission 
point S85/085 

CentrePort Limited is not in 
principle opposed to a new 
definition of “seawall”.  CentrePort’s 
support is conditional on the 
wording of the definition. 

Allow in part submission point S85/085 
relating to a new definition of “seawall”, to 
the extent that the proposed definition is 
not inconsistent with or contrary to the 
relief sought in CentrePort Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan. 

3. Objectives 

Trelissick Park Group 
c/- 51 Heke Street, Ngaio, 
Wellington 6035 

S88 Oppose 
Oppose submission point 
S88/019 

The submission specifically seeks 
improved public access to the 
Kaiwharawhara Point area. 
CentrePort Limited considers 
specific provision is not appropriate 
in an Objective and prefers the 
relief sought in CentrePort Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S88/019 

Trelissick Park Group 
c/- 51 Heke Street, Ngaio, 
Wellington 6035 

S88 Oppose 
Oppose submission point 
S88/020 

The submission specifically seeks 
improved public access to the 
Kaiwharawhara Point area. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S88/020 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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CentrePort Limited considers 
specific provision is not appropriate 
in an Objective and prefers the 
relief sought in CentrePort Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan. 

Trelissick Park Group 
c/- 51 Heke Street, Ngaio, 
Wellington 6035 

S88 Oppose 
Oppose submission point 
S88/021 

The submission specifically seeks 
improved public access to the 
Kaiwharawhara Point area. 
CentrePort Limited considers 
specific provision is not appropriate 
in an Objective and prefers the 
relief sought in CentrePort Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S88/021 

4. Policies 

Trelissick Park Group 
c/- 51 Heke Street, Ngaio, 
Wellington 6035 

S88 Oppose 
Oppose submission point 
S88/017 

The submission seeks to protect 
the natural character of the 
Kaiwharawhara Stream and 
Estuary from inappropriate 
development.  CentrePort Limited 
opposes this submission point on 
the basis that it is inconsistent with 
the relief sought it in its original 
submission on the Plan with regard 
to the management of the 
Kaiwharawhara Stream and 
Estuary.   

Disallow in whole submission point 
S88/017 

12. Schedules/related general submission points 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S353/179 

CentrePort Limited opposes the 
extension of Schedules F4 and F5 
to include sites within the coastal 
environment as this may constrain 
the use and development of 
CentrePort’s infrastructure. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S353/179 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S62/025 

CentrePort Limited does not 
consider it is appropriate to 
recognise and provide for the parts 
of the wharf edges and reclamation 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/025 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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edges which are currently protected 
under the Regional Coastal Plan as 
part of the sites of historic heritage 
values in the Proposed Plan. 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S62/026 

CentrePort Limited considers there 
should be recognition of the 
potential conflict between the 
operation and maintenance of 
regionally significant infrastructure 
of the operational Port and the 
values of the Kaiwharawhara 
Stream and Estuary. CentrePort 
Limited also considers that until any 
separate planning exercise (as 
suggested) is undertaken that 
either the Kaiwharawhara Stream 
and Estuary be deleted from 
Schedule F4; or provision be made 
for Port related activities as 
discretionary activities. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/026 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S62/027 

CentrePort Limited considers there 
should be recognition of the 
potential conflict between the 
operation and maintenance of 
regionally significant infrastructure 
of the operational Port and the 
values of the Kaiwharawhara 
Stream and Estuary. CentrePort 
Limited also considers that until any 
separate planning exercise (as 
suggested) is undertaken that 
either the Kaiwharawhara Stream 
and Estuary be deleted from 
Schedule F4; or provision be made 
for Port related activities as 
discretionary activities (i.e. the relief 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/027 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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sought in CentrePort’s original 
submission on the Plan). 

Trelissick Park Group 
c/- 51 Heke Street, Ngaio, 
Wellington 6035 

S88 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S88/015 

CentrePort Limited considers there 
should be recognition of the 
potential conflict between the 
operation and maintenance of 
regionally significant infrastructure 
of the operational Port and the 
values of the Kaiwharawhara 
Stream and Estuary. CentrePort 
Limited also considers that until any 
separate planning exercise (as 
suggested) is undertaken that 
either the Kaiwharawhara Stream 
and Estuary be deleted from 
Schedule F4; or provision be made 
for Port related activities as 
discretionary activities (i.e. the relief 
sought in CentrePort’s original 
submission on the Plan). 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S88/015 

 
 
 

If you require more space for additional comments, please insert new rows as needed 
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Attachment: CentrePort Limited – Further Submission 

Details of 
the 
submission 
you are  
commenting 
on  

Original 
submission 
number  
 

Position  
 
 

Part(s) of 
the 
submission  
you support 
or oppose  
 

Reasons Relief 
sought 

Heritage New 
Zealand 

PO Box 2629 
Wellington, 
6140 New 
Zealand 

S 94 Oppose Oppose all of 
submission 
point 
S94/015 

This 
submission 
seeks to 
amend 
Schedule E2 
by adding 
Kings Wharf 
and Glasgow 
Wharf.  
CentrePort 
Limited, as 
owner of 
these 
wharves, 
opposes this 
submission 
as it could 
significantly 
and unduly 
constrain 
CentrePort’s 
operations in 
this area. 

Disallow in 
whole 
submission 
point 
S94/015 
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Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991.  
Please complete this form to make a further submission on the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region (PNRP). All 
sections of this form need to be completed for the submission to be accepted.  
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interest in the PNRP greater than the interest that the general public has, or the Wellington Regional Council itself. A further 
submission must be limited to a matter in support of, or in opposition to, a submission made on the PNRP. 
 
 
For information on making a further submission see the Ministry for the Environment website: 
www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/rma/everyday-guide-rma-making-submission-about-proposed-plan-or-plan-change 
 
 
Return your signed further submission to the Wellington Regional Council by post or email by 5pm Tuesday 29 March 2016 to:  
Greater Wellington Regional Council Regionalplan@gw.govt.nz  
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for the Wellington Region       
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Wellington 6142       
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

FORM 6: FURTHER SUBMISSION FORM 
 
This is a further submission in support of, or opposition to, a submission on the PNRP.  
A. DETAILS OF FURTHER SUBMITTER 
 

FULL NAME 
Andrew Beatson  

ORGANISATION (* the organisation that this submission is made on behalf of) 

CentrePort Properties Limited   
ADDRESS FOR SERVICE (INCLUDING POSTCODE)   

c/o Bell Gully
PO Box 1291
Wellington
6140

 
 
PHONE FAX 

04 915 6770   
 

EMAIL 
andrew.beatson@bellgully.com

  
 .  

Only certain people may make further submissions 
 

Please tick the option that applies to you:  
I am a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest; or   
I am a person who has an interest in the PNRP that is greater than the interest the general public has.  

 
Specify below the grounds for saying that you are within the category you have ticked. 

CentrePort Properties Limited has an interest as a landowner and occupier in respect of existing and future infrastructure 
which is potentially affected (directly or indirectly) by the relevant submissions; and 
In respect of many submissions, CentrePort Properties Limited made an original submission on matters raised or affected 
by those submissions.

 
 
Service of your further submission  
Please note that you must serve a copy of this further submission on the original submitter no later than five working days after 
this further submission has been provided to Wellington Regional Council.  
If you have made a further submission on a number of original submissions, then copies of your further submission will need to be served 
on each original submitter. 
 
 

Signature:  Date:  
 

Signature of person making further submission or person authorised to sign on behalf of person making the further submission. A 
signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic means.  

 
 

Please note  
All information contained in a further submission under the Resource Management Act 1991 becomes public information. All 
further submissions will be put on our website and will include all personal details included in the further submission. 

 
B. APPEARANCE AT HEARING 

 
Please select from the following: 



 

 

 
I do not wish to be heard in support of my further submission; or   
I do wish to be heard in support of my further submission; and, if so,   
I would be prepared to consider presenting this further submission in a joint case with others making a similar further 
submission at any hearing.  
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Please enter further submission points in the table on the following pages  

C. FURTHER SUBMISSION POINTS 
 
Please complete the following table with details of which original submission points you support and/or oppose, and why, adding further rows as necessary.  
Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 
 
Name of person/ 
group making 
original submission 
and postal address. 

Original 
submission 
number 
 
The original 
submission 
number can 
be found on 
the submitter 
address list. 

Position 
 
Whether you 
support or 
oppose the 
submission. 

Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 
 
Indicate which parts of 
the original submission 
(which submission points) 
you support or oppose, 
together with any 
relevant PNRP provisions. 

Reasons 
 
Why you support 
or oppose each 
submission point. 

Relief sought 
 
The part or whole of 
each submission point 
you wish to be allowed 
or disallowed. 

e.g. 
Joanne Bloggs 
12 Pine Tree Avenue 
Redwood 

e.g. 
submitter S102 

e.g. 
Oppose 

e.g. 
Oppose all of submission point 
S102/41 

e.g. 
The submission point does 
not recognise… 

e.g. 
Disallow the parts of S102/41 
relating to… 

2. Interpretation 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Support Support all of submission 
point S62/001 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the retention of the 
extension of the Lambton Harbour 
Areas as provided for in the 
definition and map in general terms 
subject to the careful management 
of development in the area.  

Allow in whole submission point S62/001 

South Wairarapa District 
Council 
PO Box 6 Martinborough, 
5741 New Zealand  

S366 Support Support all of submission 
point S366/017 

The submission seeks to amend 
the definition of Maori customary 
use to provide greater certainty to 
its meaning.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited considers that the term 
Maori customary use is very 
broadly defined.  As CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s wharves are 
located in the Coastal Marine Area, 
greater clarity is needed as to the 
activities that constitute Maori 
customary use. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S366/017 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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Masterton District Council 
C/ Geange Consulting PO 
Box 213 Carterton, 5743 
New Zealand  

S367 Support Support all of submission 
point S367/017 

The submission seeks to amend 
the definition of Maori customary 
use to provide greater certainty to 
its meaning.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited considers that“the term 
Maori customary use is very 
broadly defined.  As CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s wharves are 
located in the Coastal Marine Area, 
greater clarity is needed as to the 
activities that constitute Maori 
customary use. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S367/017 

CentrePort Limited 
PO Box 794 Hinemoa 
Street Wellington, 6140  

S121 Support  Support all of submission 
point S121/013 

The submission seeks the addition 
of the words “other structures” in 
the definition of port related 
activities. CentrePort Properties 
Limited is not opposed to the 
addition of those words, but seeks 
the deletion of the last sentence of 
the proposed definition as it is 
unnecessary. CentrePort Properties 
Limited notes that the Summary of 
Decisions document does not 
accurately identify the relief sought 
in its original submission. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S121/013, but also amend to address the 
relief sought in CentrePort Properties 
Limited’s original submission 
  

CentrePort Limited 
PO Box 794 Hinemoa 
Street Wellington, 6140  

S121 Support Support all of submission 
point S121/008 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission seeking 
clarity as to why all of the CMA is 
defined as a High Hazard Area and 
its implications for effects based 
decision making.  This is because 
this definition means that Policy 27 
is inconsistent with policies that 
allow use and development in the 
Lambton Harbour Area, which is 
also a High Hazard Area by virtue 
of being in the coastal marine area. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S121/008 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 

S85 Support Support all of submission 
point S85/004 

The submission seeks to amend 
the definition of high hazard areas. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 

Allow in whole submission point S85/004 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

agrees that the definition should be 
based on an appropriate 
assessment of actual hazard, rather 
than capturing all coastal areas. 

Kiwi Rail Holdings Limited  
PO Box 593 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S140 Support  Support all of submission 
point S140/010 

The submission seeks the addition 
of the words “other structures” in 
the definition of port related 
activities. CentrePort Properties 
Limited is not opposed to the 
addition of those words, but seeks 
the deletion of the last sentence of 
the proposed definition as it is 
unnecessary. CentrePort Properties 
Limited notes that the Summary of 
Decisions document does not 
accurately identify the relief sought 
in its original submission. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S140/010, but also amend to address the 
relief sought in CentrePort Properties 
Limited’s original submission 

CentrePort Limited 
PO Box 794 Hinemoa 
Street Wellington, 6140  

S121 Support Support all of submission 
point S121/014 

The submission seeks to retain the 
definition of reclamation.   
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the definition of 
reclamation so it is clear to all users 
of the plan that it means the 
creation of dry land.  

Allow in whole submission point 
S121/014 

NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Support Support all of submission 
point S146/028 

The submission seeks to retain the 
definition of reclamation.   
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the definition of 
reclamation so it is clear to all users 
of the plan that it means the 
creation of dry land.  

Allow in whole submission point 
S146/028 

Transpower New Zealand 
Limited  
PO Box 11 340, Level 4, 
Huddart Parker Building 1 
Post Office Square, 
Wellington 6142 New 
Zealand  

S165 Support Support all of submission 
point S165/082 

The submission seeks to retain the 
definition of reclamation.   
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the definition of 
reclamation so it is clear to all users 
of the plan that it means the 
creation of dry land.  

Allow in whole submission point 
S165/082 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Support Support all of submission 
point S146/031 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amendment sought to 
the definition of reverse sensitivity 
because it is appropriate to 
recognise the vulnerability of 
existing lawfully-established 
activities (including their operation, 
maintenance, upgrade and 
development) to other activities in 
the vicinity which are sensitive to 
adverse environmental effects. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S146/031 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 
Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S85 Support  Support in part submission 
point S85/085 

CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to a new 
definition of “seawall”.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s support is 
conditional on the wording of the 
definition. 

Allow in part submission point S85/085 
relating to a new definition of “seawall”, to 
the extent that the proposed definition is 
not inconsistent with or contrary to the 
relief sought in CentrePort Properties 
Limited’s submissions on the Plan. 

3. Objectives 

Fertiliser Association NZ 
Ground Floor, 4 
Hazeldean Road PO Box 
110 Christchurch, 8140 
New Zealand  

S302 Support  
Support submission point 
S302/014 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports new objectives relating to 
enabling and providing for the use 
of land as this is an important 
component of sustainable 
management. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S302/014 

Bryce Derek Wilkinson 
PO Box 10972 The 
Terrace Wellington, 6143 
New Zealand  
 

S109 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S109/001 

The submission seeks that 
Objectives 5, 9-11, 13-31, 34-51, 
and 58, all be amended to provide 
that the objective is only to be 
pursued to the degree that the 
benefits to affected members of the 
community exceed the costs.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this submission point as it 
fails to acknowledge the wider 
local, regional and national benefits 
of the objectives.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S109/001 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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Mt Victoria Residents 
Association 
29 Moir Street Mt Victoria 
Wellington, 6011 New 
Zealand  

S162 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S162/014 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the submission point 
which seeks provisions for land-
based historic heritage areas and 
sites given this is the function of the 
Wellington City Council. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S162/014 

Masterton District Council 
C/ Geange Consulting PO 
Box 213 Carterton, 5743 
New Zealand  

S367 Support Support all of submission 
point S367/054 

The submission seeks that  
Objectives O31 to O38 (inclusive) 
be amended to clearly identify that 
the protective requirements of 
those provisions only relate to the 
identified features and matters 
determined to be of value within 
that relevant Schedule, and 
changes to the maps. CentrePort 
Properties Limited supports this 
submission as it is important users 
of the plan have certainty as to the 
features to be protected from 
inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development.  
 

Allow in whole submission point 
S367/054 

South Wairarapa District 
Council 
PO Box 6 Martinborough, 
5741 New Zealand  

S366 Support Support all of submission 
point S366/054 

The submission seeks that  
Objectives O31 to O38 (inclusive) 
be amended to clearly identify that 
the protective requirements of 
those provisions only relate to the 
identified features and matters 
determined to be of value within 
that relevant Schedule, and 
changes to the maps. CentrePort 
Properties Limited supports this 
submission as it is important users 
of the plan have certainty as to the 
features to be protected from 
inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development.  
 

Allow in whole submission point 
S366/054 



Details of the 
submission you are 
commenting on 

Original 
submission 
number 

Position Part(s) of the submission 
you support or oppose 

Reasons Relief sought 
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Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/045 

CentrePort Properties Limited does 
not agree the objective should refer 
to protection of sites without any 
qualifier (if that is the intent of the 
submission) because that would be 
inconsistent with section 6 of the 
RMA. 
 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/045 

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support Support in part submission 
point S93/005 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that there would be 
benefit in developing an 
overarching objective and 
corresponding policy in respect of 
use and development in the coastal 
environment to prevent the Plan 
from inadvertently preventing 
activities that might otherwise be 
contemplated by the NZCPS. 

Allow in part submission point S93/005 
relating to new objective and policy for 
use and development, to the extent that 
the proposed objective and policy are not 
inconsistent with or contrary to the relief 
sought in CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan. 

Mahaki Holdings Ltd 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S370 Oppose Oppose in part submission 
point S370/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S370/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 

Carter Families 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S295 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S295/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 

Disallow in part submission point 
S295/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 
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be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Julian and Ruth Blackett, 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S299 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S299/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S299/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 

Kennott Family Trust 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S297 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S297/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 

Disallow in part submission point 
S297/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 
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qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Bell Camp Trust 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S294 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S294/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S294/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 

Land Matters Ltd 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S285 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S285/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 

Disallow in part submission point 
S285/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 
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area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Max Lutz 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S348 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S348/078 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S348/078, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 

Tim Mansell and Family 
20 Addington Road RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S351 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S351/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 

Disallow in part submission point 
S351/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 
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Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Waikanae Christian 
Holiday Park 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S346 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S346/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S346/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 

USNZ 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S349 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S349/080 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S349/080, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” 
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Kennott Family Trust 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S297 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S297/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S297/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 

Julian and Ruth Blackett, 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S299 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S299/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 

Disallow in part submission point 
S299/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 
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submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Carter Families 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S295 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S295/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S295/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 

Land Matters Ltd 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S285 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S285/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 

Disallow in part submission point 
S285/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 
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some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Bell Camp Trust 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S294 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S294/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S294/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 

Mahaki Holdings Ltd 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S370 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S370/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 

Disallow in part submission point 
S370/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 
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Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Max Lutz 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S348 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S348/078 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 

Disallow in part submission point 
S348/078, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 
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areas are. 

Tim Mansell and Family 
20 Addington Road RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S351 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S351/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S351/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 

Waikanae Christian 
Holiday Park 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S346 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S346/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  

Disallow in part submission point 
S346/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 
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CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

USNZ 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S349 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S349/036 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified.  However, CentrePort 
Properties Limited does not 
consider that the words “where 
possible” are the appropriate 
qualifier, as maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
may be technically possible in 
some areas of the coastal marine 
area but may not be appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks that the words “where 
appropriate” are inserted in the 
Objective, as per its original 
submission on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the words 
“where identified”, but its support is 
conditional on where the identified 
areas are. 

Disallow in part submission point 
S349/036, relating to the inclusion of the 
words “where possible” and the inclusion 
of  “where identified” depending on where 
the identified areas are 

Federated Farmers of NZ 
PO Box 715 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S352 Support  Support in part all of 
submission point S352/060 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified, as it will not be 
appropriate everywhere in the 
coastal marine area.  CentrePort 

Allow in part submission point S352/060, 
relating to limiting Objective 09 to named 
priority areas depending on where the 
named areas are 
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Properties Limited is not in principle 
opposed to the relief sought by 
Federated Farmers of NZ, but its 
support is conditional on the 
(named) priority areas first being 
identified and where the identified 
areas are. 

Wellington International 
Airport Ltd 
PO Box 489 Dunedin, 
9054 New Zealand  
 

S282 Support Support all of submission 
point S282/006 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the maintenance and 
enhancement of recreational values 
in the coastal marine area should 
be qualified, as it will not be 
appropriate everywhere in the 
coastal marine area.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited supports 
Wellington International Airport 
Ltd’s submission as it is consistent 
with CentrePort Properties 
Limited’s original submission. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S282/006 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support in part submission 
point S286/003 

CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
in principle opposed to the inclusion 
of provisions that manage and 
control the use of buildings and 
structures and changes of use in 
the CMA.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited’s support is dependent 
upon the particular provisions 
proposed. 

Allow in part submission point S286/003 
relating to the coastal management 
objectives, to the extent that the proposed 
provisions are not inconsistent with or 
contrary to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Masterton District Council 
C/ Geange Consulting PO 
Box 213 Carterton, 5743 
New Zealand  

S367 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S367/063 

The submission seeks that the 
objective be amended so that use 
and development in the coastal 
marine area has a functional or 
historical need or operational 
requirement to be located there.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this amendment as the 
addition of historical need is 
unnecessary, and is likely to be 
inconsistent with Objective O57 
which provides that use and 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S367/063 
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development is appropriate in the 
Lambton Harbour Area when it is 
compatible with its surroundings 
and the Central Area of Wellington 
City. 

South Wairarapa District 
Council 
PO Box 6 Martinborough, 
5741 New Zealand  

S366 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S366/063 

The submission seeks that 
objective be amended so that use 
and development in the coastal 
marine area has a functional or 
historical need or operational 
requirement to be located there.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this amendment as the 
addition of historical need is 
unnecessary, and is likely to be 
inconsistent with Objective O57 
which provides that use and 
development is appropriate in the 
Lambton Harbour Area when it is 
compatible with its surroundings 
and the Central Area of Wellington 
City. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S366/063 

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support  Support in part submission 
point S93/038 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees the objective should be 
revised to recognise “operational 
requirement” and “functional need” 
are not required in all situations for 
use and development within the 
CMA, as recognised by the 
NZCPS.    

Allow in part submission point S93/038 
relating to Objective 053, to the extent 
that that the revised objective is not 
inconsistent with or contrary to the relief 
sought in CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan. 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/064 

The submission seeks that the 
objective be amended so that 
activities shall not be located in the 
coastal marine area except where 
they have a functional need to be 
located there.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited opposes this 
amendment as this is inconsistent 
with the NZCPS and Objective O57 
which provides that use and 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/064 
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development is appropriate in the 
Lambton Harbour Area when it is 
compatible with its surroundings 
and the Central Area of Wellington 
City. 

Joan Allin and Rob 
Crozier 
47 Rodney Ave RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S175 Support  Support in part submission 
point S175/026 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees the objective should be 
revised to recognise “operational 
requirement” and “functional need” 
are not required in all situations for 
use and development within the 
CMA, as recognised by the 
NZCPS.    

Allow in part submission point S175/026 
relating to Objective 053, to the extent 
that the revised objective is not 
inconsistent with or contrary to the relief 
sought in CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan. 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S353/045 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the relief sought in 
the submission point is too 
restrictive, and is inconsistent with 
Objective O57 which provides that 
use and development is 
appropriate in the Lambton Harbour 
Area when it is compatible with its 
surroundings and the Central Area 
of Wellington City. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S353/045 

CentrePort Limited 
PO Box 794 Hinemoa 
Street Wellington, 6140  

S121 Support Support all of submission 
point S121/037 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amendment of this 
objective because it is appropriate 
to provide that new development is 
of a scale, density and design that 
is compatible with its function and 
location in the coastal environment. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S121/037 

Kiwi Rail Holdings Limited  
PO Box 593 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S140 Support Support all of submission 
point S140/027 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amendment of this 
objective because it is appropriate 
to provide that new development is 
of a scale, density and design that 
is compatible with its function and 
location in the coastal environment. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S140/027 
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Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support Support all of submission 
point S93/039 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amendment of this 
objective because it is appropriate 
to provide that new development is 
compatible with its purpose. 

Allow in whole submission point S93/039 

Joan Allin and Rob 
Crozier 
47 Rodney Ave RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S175 Support Support all of submission 
point S175/027 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amendment of this 
objective because it is appropriate 
to provide that new development is 
compatible with its purpose. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S175/027 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S62/009 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers it unnecessary to refer to 
Objectives 55 and 56 in Objective 
57 as these objectives will already 
apply and should not be afforded 
greater weight. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/009 

Site 10 Redevelopment 
Limited Partnership 
c/- Willis Bond & CO 
Limited Level 2, 5 Cable 
Street Wellington, 6142 
New Zealand  
 

S160 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S160/002 

Site 10 Redevelopment Limited 
Partnership seeks express 
recognition in this objective that 
new development in the CMA be 
compatible with the surroundings, 
in particular the Wellington 
waterfront. CentrePort Properties 
Limited does not consider it is 
necessary or appropriate to 
expressly refer to the Wellington 
waterfront.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S160/002 

4. Policies 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/228 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes unspecified changes to 
the policies in section 4 as it is not 
clear what relief is being sought. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/228 

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 

S93 Support  Support in part submission 
point S93/042 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports in principle the inclusion of 
a policy that enables appropriate 
use and development in the coastal 

Allow in part submission point S93/042 
relating to new policy for use and 
development, to the extent that the 
proposed objective and policy are not 
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Zealand  environment to ensure the Plan 
does not inadvertently prevent 
activities that might otherwise be 
contemplated by the NZCPS.   

inconsistent with or contrary to the relief 
sought in CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
submissions on the Plan 

NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S146/075 

Section 5 of the RMA requires 
adverse effects of development to 
be avoided, remedied or mitigated; 
however, it does not prescribe a 
hierarchy.  The words are to be 
given equal importance, and 
whether emphasis is given to 
avoiding, remedying or mitigation 
will depend on the facts of a 
particular case.  On this basis, 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the creation of a mitigation 
hierarchy in the Plan. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S146/075 

Heritage NZ 
PO Box 2629 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S94 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S94/004 

The submission seeks to retain the 
policies relating to historic and 
cultural heritage.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited has sought 
amendment of these policies to 
provide for the mixed use 
redevelopment of the Waterloo 
Quay and Interisland wharves, the 
Coastal Marine Area around the 
wharves and adjacent land areas. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this submission point on 
the basis that it is inconsistent with 
the relief sought it in its original 
submission on the Plan.   

Disallow in whole submission point 
S94/004 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support Support all of submission 
point S286/006 

The submission seeks to remove 
the use of ‘avoid’ in the policies.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports this submission, given that 
avoiding adverse effects may not 
be appropriate in certain 
circumstances, and in light of the 
implications of the Supreme Court’s 

Allow in whole submission point 
S286/006 
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King Salmon decision.  

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/229 

The submission seeks to amend all 
policies that refer to effects being 
minimised so that management 
outcomes are clear. CentrePort 
Properties Limited opposes the 
submission as it is not clear what 
management outcomes are being 
sought. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/229 

Bryce Derek Wilkinson 
PO Box 10972 The 
Terrace Wellington, 6143 
New Zealand  
 

S109 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S109/002 

The submission seeks to amend or 
delete all policies that are 
connected to objectives 9-11, 13-
31, 34-51, 58 and fail to explicitly 
require that benefits to affected 
members of the community exceed 
the costs.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited opposes this submission 
point as it fails to acknowledge the 
wider local, regional and national 
benefits of the objectives.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S109/002 

Java Trust Limited 
PO Box 134 Greytown 
5742  

S120 Support  Support in part submission 
point S120/009 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point S120/009 
relating to the deletion of Policy 4 and 
related provisions, if the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited in relation 
to this policy is not granted 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Support  
Support in part submission 
point S353/053 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point S353/053 
relating to the deletion of Policy 4 and 
using terminology consistent with the 
RMA, if the relief sought by CentrePort 
Properties Limited in relation to this policy 
is not granted. 

Fertiliser Association NZ 
Ground Floor, 4 
Hazeldean Road PO Box 
110 Christchurch, 8140 
New Zealand  

S302 Support  
Support in part submission 
point S302/029 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point S302/029 
relating to the deletion of the policy, if the 
relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted. 
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Fish and Game 
PO Box 1325 Palmerston 
North, 4440 New Zealand  

S308 Support  
Support in part submission 
point S308/043 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point S308/043 
relating to the deletion of the policy, if the 
relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted. 

Holcim NZ Limited 
PO Box 6040 Upper 
Riccarton Christchurch, 
8442 New Zealand  

S276 Support 
Support in part submission 
point S276/009 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point S276/009 
relating to the deletion of the policy, if the 
relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted. 

Joan Allin and Rob 
Crozier 
47 Rodney Ave RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S175 Support 
Support in part submission 
point S175/030 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point S175/030 
relating to the deletion of the policy, if the 
relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted. 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Support  
Support in part submission 
point A279/072 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point A279/072 
relating to the deletion of the policy, if the 
relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted. 

Wellington International 
Airport Ltd 
PO Box 489 Dunedin, 
9054 New Zealand  
 

S282 Support  
Support in part submission 
point S282/028 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of this policy 
in the event that the relief sought by 
CentrePort Properties Limited is not 
granted. 

Allow in part submission point S282/028 
relating to the deletion of the policy, if the 
relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted. 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support all of submission 
point S286/016 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of matter (b): 
locating the activity away from 
areas identified in Schedule A 
(outstanding water bodies), 
Schedule C (mana whenua), 
Schedule E (historic heritage), 
Schedule F (indigenous 
biodiversity), as this provision is too 
restrictive, and does not take into 
account the benefits of new use 
and development, and where there 
are alternative means of addressing 
adverse effects. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S286/016 
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Fish and Game 
PO Box 1325 Palmerston 
North, 4440 New Zealand  

S308 Oppose  
Oppose all of submission 
point S308/043 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the replacement policy 
suggested by Fish and Game as it 
is too restrictive, and does not take 
into account the benefits of new 
use and development, and where 
there are alternative means of 
addressing adverse effects. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S308/043 

Kennott Family Trust 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S297 Support  Support in part submission 
point S297/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S297/007 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Julian and Ruth Blackett, 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S299 Support  Support in part submission 
point S299/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S299/007 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Land Matters Ltd 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S285 Support  Support in part submission 
point S285/103 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 

Allow in part submission point S285/103 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 
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supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Carter Families 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S295 Support  Support in part submission 
point S295/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S295/007 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Max Lutz 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S348 Support  Support in part submission 
point S348/049 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S348/049 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Tim Mansell and Family 
20 Addington Road RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S351 Support  Support in part submission 
point S351/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S351/007 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 
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USNZ 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S349 Support  Support in part submission 
point S349/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S349/007 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Bell Camp Trust 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  

S294 Support  Support in part submission 
point S294/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S294/007 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Mahaki Holdings Ltd 
20 Addington Road RD 1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S370 Support  Support in part submission 
point S370/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S370/007 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  

S146 Support  Support in part submission 
point S146/076 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 

Allow in part submission point S146/076, 
relating to Policy 4 to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
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 new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support  Support in part submission 
point S93/047 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S93/047 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

The Oil Companies 
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft 
Street Po Box 33-817, 
Takapuna Auckland, 0740 
New Zealand  

S55 Support  Support in part submission 
point S55/012 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S55/012 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Powerco 
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft 
Street Po Box 33-817, 
Takapuna Auckland, 0740 
New Zealand  
 

S29 Support  Support in part submission 
point S29/014 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 

Allow in part submission point S29/014 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 
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supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Federated Farmers of NZ 
PO Box 715 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S352 Support  Support in part all of 
submission point S352/113 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S352/113 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support in part submission 
point S286/015 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S286/015 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Ravensdown Limited 
PO Box 51282 Tawa 
Wellington, 5249 New 
Zealand  

S310 Support  Support in part submission 
point S310/023 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S310/023 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 
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Kapiti Coast Airport 
Holdings Limited 
PO Box 2313 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand 
 

S99 Support  Support in part submission 
point S99/022 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S99/022 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 
Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S85 Support  Support in part submission 
point S85/003 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S85/003 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Wellington Water Limited 
Private Bag 39804 
Wellington Mail Centre 
Lower Hutt, 5045 New 
Zealand  

S135 Support  Support in part submission 
point S135/051 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the provision as 
notified is too restrictive, and does 
not take into account the benefits of 
new use and development, and 
where there are alternative means 
of addressing adverse effects. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission point to 
the extent it is consistent with 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on this policy. 

Allow in part submission point S135/051 
relating to Policy 4, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Friends of the Paekakariki 
Stream and Rural 
Residents Environmental 
Society Inc 

S112 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S112/037 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that this provision is too 
restrictive, and does not take into 
account the benefits of new use 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S112/037 
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137 Tilley Road 
Paekakariki, 5034  
 

and development, and where there 
are alternative means of addressing 
adverse effects. 

Atiawa ki Whakarongotai 
PO Box 509 Waikanae, 
5250 New Zealand 

S398 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S398/015 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that this provision is too 
restrictive, and does not take into 
account the benefits of new use 
and development, and where there 
are alternative means of addressing 
adverse effects. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S398/015 

Nga Hapu o Otaki  
24 Dunstan Street Otaki, 
5512 New Zealand 

S309 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S309/014 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that this provision is too 
restrictive, and does not take into 
account the benefits of new use 
and development, and where there 
are alternative means of addressing 
adverse effects. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S309/014 

Ian Jensen 
182 Te Hapua Road RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand 

S176 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S176/005 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that this provision is too 
restrictive, and does not take into 
account the benefits of new use 
and development, and where there 
are alternative means of addressing 
adverse effects. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S176/005 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support all of submission 
point S286/001 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the inclusion of new policy 
(or similar) in Section 4.2 Beneficial 
use and development that 
recognises the contribution existing 
urban areas, identified urban 
growth areas and infrastructure 
make to the social, economic and 
cultural wellbeing of people and 
communities and provide for their 
ongoing use and development. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S286/001 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support all of submission 
point S286/005 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports a review of the use of the 
non-complying activity status where 
activities, structures and 

Allow in whole submission point 
S286/005 
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infrastructure are an expected part 
of the environment and in areas 
that have been identified by 
territorial authorities as urban 
development areas 

CentrePort Limited 
PO Box 794 Hinemoa 
Street Wellington, 6140  

S121 Support  Support all of submission 
point S121/043 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to include 
the words “and upgrading” in Policy 
8(h) to allow the policy to 
appropriately recognise that 
beneficial activities in the coastal 
marine environment include the 
maintenance, use and upgrading of 
existing structures.  

Allow in whole submission point 
S121/043 

Wellington Water Limited 
Private Bag 39804 
Wellington Mail Centre 
Lower Hutt, 5045 New 
Zealand  

S135 Support  Support all of submission 
point S135/055 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to include 
the word “operation” in Policy 8(h) 
to allow the policy to appropriately 
recognise that beneficial activities 
in the coastal marine environment 
include the maintenance, 
use/operation and upgrading of 
existing structures.  

Allow in whole submission point 
S135/055 

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support  Support all of submission 
point S93/049 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to include 
the word “upgrade” in Policy 8(h) to 
allow the policy to appropriately 
recognise that beneficial activities 
in the coastal marine environment 
include the maintenance, 
use/operation and upgrading of 
existing structures. 

Allow in whole submission point S93/049 

Fish and Game 
PO Box 1325 Palmerston 
North, 4440 New Zealand  

S308 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point 308/047 

The submission seeks to amend 
Policy 8(h) to ensure that it is only 
structures which have a beneficial 
role in enhancing or protecting the 
habitat and its ecological values 
which are recognised as beneficial 
and generally appropriate.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 

Disallow in whole submission point 
308/047 
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opposes this submission as 
structures that do not enhance or 
protect habitat/ecological values 
can serve other beneficial purposes 
in the coastal marine environment 
and should be appropriately 
recognised and provided for. 

Joan Allin and Rob 
Crozier 
47 Rodney Ave RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S175 Support  Support in part all of 
submission point S175/032 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to include 
the word “upgrade” in Policy 8(h) to 
allow the policy to appropriately 
recognise that beneficial activities 
in the coastal marine environment 
include the maintenance, 
use/operation and upgrading of 
existing structures. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S175/032 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/075 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the deletion of Policy 8(h) 
as the policy appropriately 
recognises that beneficial activities 
in the coastal marine environment 
include the maintenance and use of 
existing structures  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/075 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S353/057 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the deletion of Policy 8(h) 
as the policy appropriately 
recognises that beneficial activities 
in the coastal marine environment 
include the maintenance and use of 
existing structures  

Disallow  in whole submission point 
S353/057 

Federated Farmers of NZ 
PO Box 715 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S352 Support i Support in part submission 
point S352/117 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the proposed amendment 
to the beginning of Policy 8 as it will 
enable the policy to appropriately 
recognise that beneficial activities 
in the coastal marine environment 
include the maintenance and use of 
existing structures and the removal 
of dangerous or derelict structures, 
and that these activities should 

Allow in part submission point S352/117 
relating to the activities listed in the policy 
“shall generally be enabled” 
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generally be enabled. 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/079 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that it is unnecessary to 
amend the policy to state where the 
benefit is accrued and that adverse 
effects of the operation, use, 
maintenance and upgrade can still 
have adverse effects on the 
environment and need to be 
managed.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited also opposes the addition 
of a new policy to ensure that new, 
or increases in scale or extent of 
existing, regionally significant 
infrastructure and renewable 
energy generation facilities shall 
avoid causing adverse effects on 
sites in Schedules A to F, H and J.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that such a policy would 
be too restrictive of sustainable 
development and therefore 
inappropriate. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/079 

CentrePort Limited 
PO Box 794 Hinemoa 
Street Wellington, 6140  

S121 Support Support all of submission 
point S121/052 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission seeking 
clarity as to why all of the CMA is 
defined as a High Hazard Area and 
its implications for effects based 
decision making.  This is because 
this definition means that Policy 27 
is inconsistent with policies that 
allow use and development in the 
Lambton Harbour Area, which is 
also a High Hazard Area by virtue 
of being in the coastal marine area. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S121/052 
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Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support in part submission 
point S286/017 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports reconsideration of the 
definition of High Hazard Area so 
that it is appropriately based on an 
assessment of actual hazard.  This 
is because this definition means 
that Policy 27 is inconsistent with 
policies that allow use and 
development in the Lambton 
Harbour Area, which is also a High 
Hazard Area by virtue of being in 
the coastal marine area.  

Allow in part submission point S286/017, 
relating to the definition of High Hazard 
Areas 

Masterton District Council 
C/ Geange Consulting PO 
Box 213 Carterton, 5743 
New Zealand  

S367 Support Oppose all of submission 
point S367/076 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the amendments do 
not sufficiently address the 
restrictive nature of the policy. The 
policy is inconsistent with other 
policies in the plan which recognise 
that use and development is 
appropriate in the Lambton Harbour 
Area. 

Disallow submission point S367/076 

South Wairarapa District 
Council 
PO Box 6 Martinborough, 
5741 New Zealand  

S366 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S367/076 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the amendments do 
not sufficiently address the 
restrictive nature of the policy. The 
policy is inconsistent with other 
policies in the plan which recognise 
that use and development is 
appropriate in the Lambton Harbour 
Area. 

Disallow submission point S367/076 

Wellington International 
Airport Ltd 
PO Box 489 Dunedin, 
9054 New Zealand  
 

S282 Support Support all of submission 
point S282/035 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that it recognises that the 
policy should be amended to 
provide for appropriate use and 
development in high hazard areas 
(for example, use and development 
in the Lambton Harbour Area).   

Allow submission point S282/035 relating 
to Policy 27, to the extent that the 
amendments are not inconsistent with or 
contrary to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 
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Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support  Support in part submission 
point S93/104 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that it recognises that the 
policy should be amended to 
provide for appropriate use and 
development in high hazard areas 
(for example, use and development 
in the Lambton Harbour Area).   

Allow in part submission point S93/104 
relating to Policy 27, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Powerco 
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft 
Street Po Box 33-817, 
Takapuna Auckland, 0740 
New Zealand  
 

S29 Support  Support in part submission 
point S29/025 

The submission seeks the addition 
of a new subclause (j) recognising 
the need to maintain, replace or 
alter existing regionally significant 
infrastructure affixed to or otherwise 
dependent on heritage structures.   
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports this amendment in part as 
it recognises heritage structures 
may have additional functions. 

Allow in part submission point S29/025 
relating to Policy 46, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

The Oil Companies 
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft 
Street Po Box 33-817, 
Takapuna Auckland, 0740 
New Zealand  

S55 Support  Support in part submission 
point S55/022 

The submission seeks the addition 
of a new subclause (j) recognising 
the need to maintain, replace or 
alter existing regionally significant 
infrastructure affixed to or otherwise 
dependent on heritage structures.   
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports this amendment in part as 
it recognises heritage structures 
may have additional functions. 

Allow in part submission point S55/022 
relating to Policy 46, to the extent that the 
policy is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan. 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support in whole 
submission point S286/021 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the listed outcomes 
may unduly constrain opportunities 
for otherwise appropriate 
redevelopment of historic heritage 
sites.  It supports the submission to 
the extent that the policy is 
amended to recognise that it may 
not be necessary to meet all 
matters in the policy for 
development to be appropriate.  

Allow submission point S286/021 
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Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S286/024 

The Wellington City Council has 
sought an additional policy that 
recognises the need to maintain, 
upgrade or improve heritage 
infrastructure items to be resilient 
and adapt to the weather related 
effects of climate change and sea 
level rise. CentrePort Properties 
Limited is concerned this policy 
may be costly to implement and not 
warranted when considering the 
sustainable management purpose 
of the RMA. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S286/024 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/108 

The submission seeks to amend 
the plan, including Schedule E, to 
include a list of archaeological sites 
(that are appropriate for publication) 
of importance to mana whenua and 
provide protection for those sites 
via policies and rules in the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this submission pending 
identification of the specific sites 
proposed to be included. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/108  

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S62/010 

The submission seeks to retain the 
policies unchanged and expand 
Schedules E1/E2.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited has sought 
amendment of these policies to 
provide for the mixed use 
redevelopment of the Waterloo 
Quay and Interisland wharves, the 
Coastal Marine Area around the 
wharves and adjacent land areas. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this submission point as it 
is inconsistent with the relief sought 
in its original submission on the 
Plan.   

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/010 
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Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S286/022 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the submission as the 
amendment proposed will preclude 
appropriate redevelopment where 
structures are derelict and 
redundant. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S286/022 

Hamish Trolove 
188 Whites Line East 
Waiwhetu Lower Hutt, 
5010 New Zealand  

S31 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S31/033 

The submission seeks amendment 
to recognise some derelict 
structures provide valuable habitat.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this submission as it will 
preclude appropriate re-
development of derelict structures. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S31/033 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S62/011 

The submission seeks to retain the 
policies unchanged and expand 
Schedules E1/E2.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited has sought 
amendment of these policies to 
provide for the mixed use 
redevelopment of the Waterloo 
Quay and Interisland wharves, the 
Coastal Marine Area around the 
wharves and adjacent land areas. 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this submission point as it 
is inconsistent with the relief sought 
it in its original submission on the 
Plan.   

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/011 

Hamish Trolove 
188 Whites Line East 
Waiwhetu Lower Hutt, 
5010 New Zealand  

S31 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S31/007 

The submission seeks amendment 
to recognise some structures 
provide valuable habitat and may 
be worth leaving in place in special 
circumstances.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited opposes this 
submission as it will preclude 
removal of redundant structures. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S31/007 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/157 

The submission seeks to amend 
the policy and associated rules so 
that the sites listed in Schedules A-
F are protected from inappropriate 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/157 
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Zealand  
 

use and development.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited opposes this 
amendment as it would unduly 
restrict appropriate use and 
development in the Lambton 
Harbour Area which would 
otherwise bring important 
economic, social or cultural benefits 
to central Wellington. 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S353/126 

The submission seeks to add new 
provision (h) so that effects are 
managed in accordance with new 
Policy 41A.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited considers the new Policy 
41A is too restrictive and would 
preclude appropriate use and 
development. It opposes Policy 41A 
and the reference to it in Policy 
P132. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S353/126 

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support  Support in part submission 
point S93/062 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that it seeks amendment of 
the policy to reflect the fact that the 
coastal environment includes 
significant built areas.  

Allow in part submission point S93/062, 
relating to recognition that the coastal 
environment includes significant built 
areas 

Joan Allin and Rob 
Crozier 
47 Rodney Ave RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S175 Support  Support in part submission 
point S175/048 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that it seeks amendment of 
the policy to reflect the fact that the 
coastal environment includes 
significant built areas.  

Allow in part submission point S175/048, 
relating to recognition that the coastal 
environment includes significant built 
areas 

Wellington International 
Airport Ltd 
PO Box 489 Dunedin, 
9054 New Zealand  
 

S282 Support  Support in part submission 
point S282/048 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that it seeks amendment of 
the policy to delete the word 
“minimised” and replace it with 
“avoided, remedied or mitigated”.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that this is consistent with 
the purpose of the RMA.  

Allow in part submission point S282/048, 
relating to the deletion of the word 
“minimised” 
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NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Support  Support in part submission 
point S146/129 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that it seeks amendment of 
the policy to delete the word 
“minimised” and replace it with 
“avoided, remedied or mitigated”.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that this is consistent with 
the purpose of the RMA. 

Allow in part submission point S146/129, 
relating to the deletion of the word 
“minimised” 

NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Support  Support in part submission 
point S146/131 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission because it 
recognises a seawall may be 
necessary to protect replacement 
infrastructure. 

Allow in part submission point S146/131, 
relating to the inclusion of reference to 
replacement infrastructure and best 
practicable option, to the extent that it is 
not inconsistent or contrary to CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions on the 
Plan 

Hutt City Council 
Private Bay 31912 Lower 
Hutt, 5040 New Zealand  

S84 Support  
Support in part submission 
points S84/005 and 
S84/021 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that it seeks amendment of 
the policy so that it does not 
unnecessarily and inappropriately 
constrain activities, and extends the 
ability to provide protective 
structures such as seawalls to 
existing types of infrastructure (not 
just regionally significant 
infrastructure).  CentrePort 
Properties Limited considers that 
the policy as notified is unduly 
restrictive of potential new use and 
development in the coastal marine 
area. 

Allow in part submission points S84/005 
and S84/021, relating to the extension of 
Policy 139 to other types of infrastructure  

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support  Support in part submission 
point S286/019 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission to the 
extent that the policy should 
recognise that seawalls might be 
the only practical option to protect 
important community assets. 

Allow in part submission point S286/019, 
relating to recognising seawalls may be 
necessary to protect important community 
assets 
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Anders and Emily Crofoot 
Castlepoint Station RD 9 
Masterton 5889 New 
Zealand 

S304 Support  Support in part submission 
point S304/005 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of the policy 
in the event that the relief it has 
sought in its submission on the 
Plan is not granted. 

Allow in part submission point S304/005 
relating to the deletion of the policy, if the 
relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted 

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support  Support in part submission 
point S93/064 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of the policy 
and a replacement policy that 
recognises that seawalls may be 
appropriate to protect areas of 
significant existing development 
from natural hazards.   

Allow in part submission point S93/064 
relating to amendments to this policy, if 
the relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted 

Joan Allin and Rob 
Crozier 
47 Rodney Ave RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S175 Support  Support in part submission 
point S175/050 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of the policy 
and a replacement policy that 
recognises that seawalls may be 
appropriate to protect areas of 
significant existing development 
from natural hazards.   

Allow in part submission point S175/050 
relating to amendments to this policy, if 
the relief sought by CentrePort Properties 
Limited in relation to this policy is not 
granted 

Site 10 Redevelopment 
Limited Partnership 
c/- Willis Bond & CO 
Limited Level 2, 5 Cable 
Street Wellington, 6142 
New Zealand  
 

S160 Support  Support in part submission 
point S160/001 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the submission in part, 
provided that it is consistent with 
the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions 
on the Plan.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited considers that development 
of the Waterloo Quay and Inter-
Island wharves should be provided 
for in the Plan. 

Allow in part submission point S160/001 
relating to development of Waterloo 
and the Inter-Island Wharves for a use 
other than operational port activities  

Site 10 Redevelopment 
Limited Partnership 
c/- Willis Bond & CO 
Limited Level 2, 5 Cable 
Street Wellington, 6142 
New Zealand  
 

S160 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S160/003 

Site 10 Redevelopment Limited 
Partnership seeks express 
incorporation of the Wellington City 
Council district plan provisions as 
regards the Lambton Harbour Area 
(LHA) and adoption of the 
Wellington Waterfront framework as 
the guiding document for the LHA. 
Recognition of the WCC central 
area design guide as regards to 
LHA in particular the stepping down 

Disallow submission point S160/003 
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of the high city in the CBD to the 
low city at the city edges (including 
the waterfront). 
 
CentrePort Properties Limited notes 
this policy does not refer to 
Schedule E (Historic Heritage) 
which is the focus of CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submission, 
and no submitter has sought 
Schedule E be referenced in Policy 
138. Nevertheless, it is unclear if 
the Inter-Island (Railway) Wharf 
and the Waterloo Quay Wharf are 
in some of the other sites with 
significant values. If so, CentrePort 
Properties Limited has sought they 
be removed. If these are not 
removed then CentrePort 
Properties Limited opposes the 
relief sought by Site 10 
Redevelopment Limited Partnership 
because there should be tailored 
provisions for the Lambton Harbour 
Area (Northern Zone). 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S62/023 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the inclusion of a specific 
mention of the Wellington 
Waterfront Framework 2001 in 
Policy 142(j) as this document is 
over 15 years old and may not 
reflect the community’s current 
vision and values for this area. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/023 

Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S286 Support Support all of submission 
point S286/035 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that in order for use and 
development in the Lambton 
Harbour Area to be appropriate it 
should not have to satisfy all of the 
listed matters. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S286/035 
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Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose submission point 
279/161 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the submission to the 
extent that it seeks amendment of 
the policy to and associated rules to 
direct that any of the exceptions in 
(b) to (d) must be managed to avoid 
adverse effects on the sites and 
their associated values.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited considers that 
this is too restrictive and would 
preclude appropriate use and 
development in the Lambton 
Harbour Area. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
279/161 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 
Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S85 Support  Support submission point 
S85/066 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports this submission to the 
extent that is aims to make the 
requirements of the policy less 
absolute and provide for 
reclamation for other appropriate 
purposes.  CentrePort Properties 
Limited considers that the 
Proposed Plan needs to recognise 
that commercial developments in 
the coastal marine area can bring 
important economic, social or 
cultural benefits, and that 
reclamation, drainage or 
destruction may be needed in order 
to provide for those activities. 

Allow in whole submission point S85/066 

Mt Victoria Residents 
Association 
29 Moir Street Mt Victoria 
Wellington, 6011 New 
Zealand  

S162 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S162/013 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the submission point 
which seeks to make the policy and 
associated rules more stringent.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the policy and 
associated rules are already too 
restrictive, and the amendments 
sought fail to achieve the purpose 
of the RMA. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S162/013 
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Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose in part submission 
point S279/163 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the submission point as it 
is too restrictive.  The Proposed 
Plan needs to recognise that 
commercial developments in the 
coastal marine area can bring 
important economic, social or 
cultural benefits, and that 
reclamation, drainage or 
destruction may be needed in order 
to provide for those activities, and  
that this may have adverse effects 
on natural character, water quality, 
aquatic ecosystems and identified 
significant sites in Schedules A-F.  
To require that those affects are 
avoided is unreasonable and 
unduly restrictive. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/163 

5.7 Rules – Coastal Management 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/213 

The submission seeks that rules 
that do not require discretionary or 
non-complying consent for activities 
within sites identified in Schedules 
A-F are amended or added to do 
so.  CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes this amendment, as this is 
too restrictive, and some activities 
are more appropriately provided for 
as restricted discretionary, 
controlled or permitted activities. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/213 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S353/158 

The submission seeks to amend 
the Schedules to ensure that they 
apply to the coastal environment 
and not to the CMA.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited considers that 
reference to the coastal 
environment is inappropriate as the 
area affected by the Schedules 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S353/158 
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would be too great. 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose where relevant 
submission point S353/160 

The submission seeks to retain the 
rules in 5.7.3 of the Plan.  In its 
submissions on the Plan, 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
seeks amendments to a number of 
rules in 5.7.3, and so opposes the 
retention of those rules where 
relevant. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S353/160 

NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Support  Support all of submission 
point S146/194 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amendments to these 
rules to the extent that is consistent 
with CentrePort Properties 
Limited’s submissions on the Plan.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that it is appropriate to 
more readily provide for some 
maintenance and repair as a 
permitted activity. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S146/194 

Chorus New Zealand 
Limited 
P O Box 632 
Wellington 6140 
New Zealand 

S144 Support  Support all of submission 
point S144/029 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the rule should be 
amended to clearly define 
thresholds for minor additions or 
alterations to structures. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S144/029 

Spark Trading New 
Zealand Limited 
Private Bag 92029 
Level 4 Purple 
Spark City  
167 Victoria Street West 
Auckland 1010 
New Zealand 
 

S98 Support  

Support all of submission 
point S98/028 
 

 

 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the rule should be 
amended to clearly define 
thresholds for minor additions or 
alterations to structures. 

Allow in whole submission point S98/028 

The Minister of 
Conservation 
RMA Shared Services, 
Department of 

S75 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S75/161 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the suggested activity 
statuses for situations where the 
conditions in Rule 151 cannot be 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S75/161 
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Conservation, Private bag 
3072, Hamilton 3240, 
New Zealand 

met, as this is considered to be too 
onerous. 

NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Support  Support in part submission 
point S146/201 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the suggested 
amendment but seeks that the 
proposal is extended beyond 
“where there is a function and 
operational need” to include where 
the structure is located in the 
Lambton Harbour Area.  

Allow in part submission point S146/201, 
relating to adding a new rule to provide for 
new structures, additions or alterations to 
a structure and the associated use of the 
structure inside a site of significance as a 
discretionary activity 

The Minister of 
Conservation 
RMA Shared Services, 
Department of 
Conservation, Private bag 
3072, Hamilton 3240, 
New Zealand 

S75 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S75/166 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the addition of a reference 
to Schedule E in condition (f) as 
this would unduly constrain the use 
and development of CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s wharves in the 
Lambton Harbour Area. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S75/166 

The Minister of 
Conservation 
RMA Shared Services, 
Department of 
Conservation, Private bag 
3072, Hamilton 3240, 
New Zealand 

S75 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S75/167 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the addition of a reference 
to Schedule E within the matters of 
discretion as this should not be the 
focus of any decision.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S75/167 

Chorus New Zealand 
Limited 
P O Box 632 
Wellington 6140 
New Zealand 

S144 Support  Support all of submission 
point S144/030 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the rule should be 
amended to clearly define 
thresholds for minor additions or 
alterations to structures. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S144/030 

Spark Trading New 
Zealand Limited 
Private Bag 92029 
Level 4 Purple 
Spark City  
167 Victoria Street West 
Auckland 1010 
New Zealand 
 

S98 Support  Support all of submission 
point S98/029 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that the rule should be 
amended to clearly define 
thresholds for minor additions or 
alterations to structures. 

Allow in whole submission point S98/029 
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The Minister of 
Conservation 
RMA Shared Services, 
Department of 
Conservation, Private bag 
3072, Hamilton 3240, 
New Zealand 

S75 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S75/161 

The submission seeks the removal 
of ‘additions and alterations’ of 
existing coastal structures from 
Rules R161 and R162, to ensure 
that these activities are solely 
managed by Rules in Section 5.7.3.  
CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the submission on the 
basis that the rules are designed to 
manage different matters.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S75/161 

The Minister of 
Conservation 
RMA Shared Services, 
Department of 
Conservation, Private bag 
3072, Hamilton 3240, 
New Zealand 

S75 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S75/169 

The submission seeks that Rule 
R164 apply to the replacement of 
parts of structures that do not 
comply with Rule R163. CentrePort 
Properties Limited considers that 
the replacement of parts of 
structures should be a permitted 
activity.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S75/169 

The Minister of 
Conservation 
RMA Shared Services, 
Department of 
Conservation, Private bag 
3072, Hamilton 3240, 
New Zealand 

S75 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S75/170 

The submission seeks that Rule 
R164 apply to the replacement of 
parts of structures that do not 
comply with Rule R163. CentrePort 
Properties Limited considers that 
the replacement of parts of 
structures should be a permitted 
activity.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S75/170 

Joan Allin and Rob 
Crozier 
47 Rodney Ave RD1 
Otaki, 5581 New Zealand  
 

S175 Support  
Support in part submission 
points S175/066 and 
S175/063 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports this submission to the 
extent that it recognises that 
seawalls may be appropriate to 
protect areas of significant existing 
development from natural hazards. 

Allow in part submission points 
S175/066 and S175/063, relating to 
seawalls 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 
Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S85 Support  Support in part submission 
point S85/084 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amendment of the 
rules relating to heritage structures 
to make them less onerous to the 
extent set out in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s submissions 
on the Plan. 

Allow in part submission point S85/084 
relating to the rules on heritage structures  
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Mt Victoria Residents 
Association 
29 Moir Street Mt Victoria 
Wellington, 6011 New 
Zealand  

S162 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S162/012 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that it is appropriate to 
provide for some alteration to 
heritage structures as a permitted 
activity, and it is unnecessary to 
amend the description of Schedule 
E1 as suggested.   

Disallow in whole submission point 
S162/012 

Powerco 
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft 
Street Po Box 33-817, 
Takapuna Auckland, 0740 
New Zealand  
 

S29 Support  Support all of submission 
point S29/055 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amended to Rule 
R168 as it is appropriate to provide 
for some alteration to heritage 
structures as a permitted activity, 
including services attached to a 
heritage structure. 

Allow in whole submission point S29/055 

The Oil Companies 
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft 
Street Po Box 33-817, 
Takapuna Auckland, 0740 
New Zealand  

S55 Support  Support all of submission 
point S55/064 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the amended to Rule 
R168 as it is appropriate to provide 
for some alteration to heritage 
structures as a permitted activity, 
including services attached to a 
heritage structure. 

Allow in part in whole submission point 
S55/064 

NZ Transport Agency 
PO Box 5084 Lambton 
Quay Wellington, 6145 
New Zealand  
 

S146 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S146/209 

The submission seeks to delete the 
matters of control in Rule R183 and 
replace them with a matter of 
control: “If enabled by the existing 
structure, public access is not 
restricted other than temporarily for 
health and safety reasons”.  While 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports controlled activity status 
for the renewal of existing resource 
consents for occupation of space 
by structures given the significant 
investment in such structures and 
the operations they support, 
CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers the proposed matter of 
control unduly restrictive as it may 
be necessary to restrict public 
access beyond just a temporary 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S146/209 
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basis. 

Wellington International 
Airport Ltd 
PO Box 489 Dunedin, 
9054 New Zealand  
 

S282 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point S282/067 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers discretionary activity 
status is appropriate for occupation 
of space in the coastal marine area 
which is otherwise not permitted.  
As such, it opposes the deletion of 
this rule. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S282/067 

Wellington International 
Airport Ltd 
PO Box 489 Dunedin, 
9054 New Zealand  
 

S282 Support  Support all of submission 
point S282/074 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports a review of the 
relationships between Rules R165, 
R166, R194, R204, R208, R210 
and R216 to ensure that 
unnecessary duplication of control 
is avoided and that an all-inclusive 
non-complying activity status is not 
applied to activities that are 
otherwise provided for by the 
Proposed Plan. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S282/074 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 
Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S85 Support Support all of submission 
point S85/067 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports an amendment of the Plan 
to broaden the circumstances 
where reclamation is appropriate to 
include reasons other than 
regionally significant infrastructure.  
In particular, CentrePort Properties 
Limited considers that Rule R214 
should be amended to provide for 
appropriate development in the 
Lambton Harbour Area (Northern 
Zone). 

Allow in whole submission point S85/067 

Hutt City Council 
Private Bay 31912 Lower 
Hutt, 5040 New Zealand  

S84 Support  Support all of submission 
point S84/030 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports a change in activity status 
from non-complying activity to 
discretionary.  This is consistent 
with the relief sought in CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s original 

Allow in whole submission point S84/030 
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submission on the Plan. 

Roading, Parks and 
Gardens and Solid Waste 
departments of Hutt City 
Council and Upper Hutt 
City Council 
PO Box 2083 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  

S85 Support Support all of submission 
point S85/068 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports an amendment of the Plan 
to broaden the circumstances 
where reclamation is appropriate to 
include reasons other than 
regionally significant infrastructure.  
In particular, CentrePort Properties 
Limited considers that Rule R214 
should be amended to provide for 
appropriate development in the 
Lambton Harbour Area (Northern 
Zone). 

Allow in whole submission point S85/068 

Wellington International 
Airport Ltd 
PO Box 489 Dunedin, 
9054 New Zealand  
 

S282 Support  Support all of submission 
point S282/079 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports the deletion of Rule R216 
as it considers that destruction of 
the foreshore and seabed should 
be assessed as discretionary 
activity not non-complying.  This is 
consistent with the relief sought in 
CentrePort Properties Limited’s 
original submission on the Plan. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S282/079 

12. Schedules/related general submission points 

Porirua City Council 
PO Box 50-218, 16 
Cobham Court, Porirua  

S163 Support Support all of submission 
point S163/016 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
agrees that sites of significance 
within a modified urban 
environment require a different 
policy and management approach 
to sites located in an unmodified or 
more natural environment. 

Allow in whole submission point 
S163/016 

Carterton District Council, 
PO Box 9 Carterton, 5743  S301 Support  Support all of submission 

point S301/007 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
considers that the non-complying 
activity status of activities within 
areas identified within any of the 
Schedules to the Plan is not 
justified in all instances, and should 

Allow in whole submission point 
S301/007 
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be amended as sought by the 
Council.  

Coastal Ratepayers 
United Incorporated 
199 Manly Street 
Paraparaumu, 5032 New 
Zealand  

S93 Support  Support all of submission 
point S93/057 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
supports in principle that the extent 
of the areas identified in the 
schedules should be limited or 
qualified, and the policies revised 
so that they are less extreme and 
focus on the attributes of the areas 
that create the value. 

Allow in whole submission point S93/057 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S353/179 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the extension of 
Schedules F4 and F5 to include 
sites within the coastal environment 
as this may constrain the use and 
development of CentrePort 
Properties Limited’s wharves in the 
Lambton Harbour Development 
Area if these schedules are 
considered to apply to the wharves. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S353/179 

Heritage NZ 
PO Box 2629 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S94 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S94/014 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the retention of the historic 
heritage schedules.  In particular, it 
seeks to remove Inter-Island 
(Railway) Wharf and the Waterloo 
Quay Wharf from Schedule E2: 
Historic heritage (wharves and 
boatsheds) and all associated 
maps.   

Disallow in whole submission point 
S94/014 

Rangitane o Wairarapa 
Inc 
12 Kokiri Place PO Box 
354 Masterton, 5810 New 
Zealand  
 

S279 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S279/223 

The submission seeks to add 
archaeological sites and historic 
heritage sites of significance to 
mana whenua.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited opposes this 
submission pending identification of 
the specific sites proposed to be 
included. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
S279/223 
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Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society 
PO Box 631 Wellington, 
6140 New Zealand  
 

S353 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S353/176 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the retention of Schedule 
E. In particular, it seeks to remove 
Inter-Island (Railway) Wharf and 
the Waterloo Quay Wharf from 
Schedule E2: Historic heritage 
(wharves and boatsheds) and all 
associated maps.   

Disallow in whole submission point  
S353/176 

Wellington Civic Trust 
PO Box 10183 Wellington, 
6143 New Zealand  

S62 Oppose  Oppose all of submission 
point S62/024 

CentrePort Properties Limited does 
not consider it is appropriate to 
recognise and provide for the parts 
of the wharf edges and reclamation 
edges which are currently protected 
under the Regional Coastal Plan as 
part of the sites of historic heritage 
values in the Proposed Plan.  

Disallow in whole submission point 
S62/024 

13. Maps 

Strait Shipping Limited 
Level 5, 120 Featherston 
Street, PO Box 1144, 
Wellington, 6140, New 
Zealand 

S168 Oppose Oppose all of submission 
point 168/001 

CentrePort Properties Limited 
opposes the amendment of Map 32 
to rezone the Lambton Harbour 
Area (Northern Zone) comprising of 
the Inter-Island and Waterloo 
Wharves as Commercial Port Area, 
or any alternative relief sought by 
the submitter.  CentrePort 
Properties Limited supports the 
inclusion of the area surrounding 
and including the Waterloo Quay 
Wharf and the Inter-Island Wharf 
(also known as the Railway Wharf) 
in the Lambton Harbour Area 
(Northern Zone), but also seeks to 
apply the Commercial Port Area to 
the wharves for as long as they 
remain utilised for port operations. 

Disallow in whole submission point 
168/001 
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